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5raft 7ssay for 

TKH Bhy WKh WDlg'm TKHkH 

TKH Bhy WKh WDlg'm TKHkH. It was begun in the fall semester of ���� in the class 

5reative Gonfiction� This is the story of the childhood sexual abuse that happened to me 

when B was around five years old� Fy older sister was the person who abused me� The 

vision that B had last spring when B began this work was filled with old photos� artwork� 

and even something tactilely different than the normal book� but there is not much of that 

first vision that remains today� Slowly� over time� decisions were made� some conscious 

from the start� others seeming to come from somewhere inside me without my making an 

actual decision- but B can say that the final version is better than B could have hoped for 

last spring� 

The first decision was whether to include photos and artwork in my thesis� B did 

have a few photos in my first draft� and while B liked them� B wondered if they were 

adding to the power of the story� or somehow distracting from the story� Bmages can be so 

powerful�they can speak to us in ways that words on papers cannot- on the other hand� 

they are� in the end� frozen moments in time� They cannot capture the elusiveness of time� 

or capture those memories that dance just out of reach as tiny fragments as they skitter in 

and out of our subconscious� This work comes directly from those hidden chambers that 

lie deep within our minds� B was working with memories� and most importantly� with the 

impressions of memories� not necessarily concrete ones� 3fter several drafts as B decided 

that the photos were too concrete for the story B was trying to tell� Ihotographs also 

seemed contrary to what B was trying to do with empty space� and much about this story 

is about the emptiness that B have felt for most of my life� :owever� in the chapter 
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"Iointing at Things�" in )Dfbey RHlHfGeDgHH: Ag AgmKhehJy DgG (viehkDmbhg hI8 +yGkbG 

/bmHkDky *HgkHl, Tung�hui�:u writes about writing photographically� using the word 

indice� or after�effect� "It is the berry cobbler stain on a shirt worn at the office� or the 

haze of smoke after a quenched fire� These clues point backwards in time� and connect 

us� however tenuously� to an original agent or moment ��� "( ���)� This idea points directly 

to my two sections� "The 5reation�" and the "The 7vent�" These are the moments that B 

am trying to get the reader to connect to in a photographic way� They are the smoke left 

behind� brief snapshots of moments too traumatic to be looked at in the full glare of day� 

3 wonderful example of this is Eily :oang's TKH BHlmbDky, a book about her sister's 

death� and addiction to drugs� in which she writes "Rats� in their little boxed mazes� Fy 

sister� in her military boxed garage� :idden away" (��)� There are facts in these passages� 

but they are moments of stillness and pain� Bt makes us ask why her sister would be 

hidden away� what is the trauma that lies behind these words1 This was my alternative to 

photos� writing as photographically as possible� creating still moments that speak about 

much more than the event itself� 

:aving made the decision to forego the photographs� my next decision was how B 

wanted the words to look on the page� 6id B want straight prose� like most memoirs� or 

poetry1 3fter several drafts what came naturally was a mixture of both� 8rom the 

beginning B knew that B did not want this to look like an ordinary� 4alzacian�style novel� B 

wanted to work with a lot of empty space and different modes of writing� B wanted 

sections of poetry� plays� metaphors� and fantasy� and even pages with only several words 

to punctuate the emptiness of the page� Bn the end� that is how this work came to appear 

on the page� 
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myth and poetry as a device to get at deeper truths� We know from this sentence that it is 

not the literal truth� but that it is truth as it was burned into the consciousness of 

Sikelianos� That is exactly what B was trying to achieve in my project� 3 mixture of literal 

truths punctuated by truth told in mythical and poetic terms� such as in "The Ioetry of 

5hildhood�" 

B also had to think about the order B wanted to tell my story in� B knew from the 

beginning that B did not want to tell my story in 4alzacian form�in other words� straight 

prose with a beginning� middle and nicely wrapped up denouement� The first thing B 

wrote was "Summer ���" a section about my first depression� something that didn't 

necessarily have anything to do with the sexual abuse� Bt connected to the abuse� but not 

to the event itself� 4y moving back and forth in time B saw that B could better portray the 

disorientation of not remembering the abuse until B was in my mid�twenties� In Eance 

Hlsen's AkHKbmHHmskHl hIPhllbGbebmy, he writes about stories written linearly� "3uthors 

create such fictions about temporality (and many readers enjoy partaking of them) 

because those fictions reduce the complexity of the experienced world and the self within 

it� �� to comfortable� manageable terms" (��� )� That idea is exactly what B wanted to avoid 

in my project- B did not want it to be a comfortable read� The reason for this is that at 

times it felt as if B were living two lives at once� one a broken child� and the other� an 

adult trying to cope with that broken child� To me� it was clear that telling this story 

straight from past to present would never be able to convey those feelings of disconnect� 

3lso� ifl didn't remember the abuse until later� and it was such a traumatic experience� 

then starting off with the abuse and going forward would not give the suddenness and the 
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bewilderment that B wanted the readers to feel� which is the confusion due to recovered 

memories� 

3nother reason to write in a non�linear fashion is the inherent drama that comes 

with jumping back and forth in time� It keeps the reader in suspense� Bn an excerpt from 

9regory Hrr's TKH BeHllbgJ, from )Dfbey RHlHfGeDgHH, Hrr moves from the traumatic 

experience of shooting his older brother� Ieter� to the next section that begins with "B 

don't know how adult minds arrive at meanings� B don't know what they need� or how 

they figure things out� 4ut here are two stories about children and how they think" (���)� 

Bn one breath� we go from the horror of Hrr shooting his brother� to a meditation on how 

children think� It is abrupt� almost jarring� in its jump from memory to abstract 

meditation� and the reader does not return to the trauma until the following section� when 

he talks about the funeral� 7ven the funeral is a jump from the moment of rushing his 

wounded brother back home� 7ven as the reader is hooked into the main story� they are 

slipping in and out of sections that might not seem immediately recognizable to the main 

story� The pay off� if done right� will be when the reader realizes that all of the sections 

were the main story�just told from different sides and points of view� 

3nother major piece of this story� perhaps the major piece� is the mask motif� B 

used masks as a child� becoming other people for long periods of time� and B continue to 

use masks� though to a lesser degree� The necessity of the masks can be seen in the title 

of the work� TKH Bhy WKh WDlg'm TKHkH. 5learly� B was physically present in the world 

when B was a boy� but the question is� how much was B there psychologically1 8or much 

of the time the answer was not much� because B was always pretending to be someone 

else as much as possible� The boy named Rusty 5urran was there� but buried deep in the 
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shadows� Fy advisor suggested the masks speaking for themselves� and that suggestion 

led to what B believe are some of the strongest sections in the work� :aving them speak� 

not only for themselves� but also for me� adds depth to the idea of just how strong these 

masks were� Bn a different form� but essentially the same technique� Eance Hlsen uses 

different voices a retelling of 8ranz Dafka's TKH 0HmDfhkiKhlbl, in his work� Dgvbhsl 

ieHDlskHl. In this work� Hlsen retells the story from the point of view of those around 

Dafka's 9regor Samsa� and in doing so transforms a personal� perplexing tragedy� into a 

story of one family under the stress of extraordinary circumstances� In my project� B use 

the point of view of the masks to much of the same advantage� 6ick 4utkus� 5harles 

6ickens� and 8riedrich Gietzsche were all personas that revealed certain aspects of 

myself� 6ick 4utkus was the athlete filled with rage�and he was mainly from my 

childhood� 5harles 6ickens was the ambitious writer� and was used while B was in my 

thirties- and 8riedrich Gietzsche is the anguished and angry philosopher� and was used in 

my forties and early fifties� In using these three out of all of the masks that B used� B chose 

those that spoke to me during different times of my life� The later masks� 6ickens and 

Gietzsche reveal the fact that B still use the masks to this day� and how B used the masks in 

different ways now than B did when B was that emotionally traumatized boy� :aving them 

talk about myself in such a stark idea of the "other"� as if B were no longer writing the 

work� but was a kind of medium for other states of being� really enhanced the idea of just 

how real these masks were to me� 3s with Hlsen� B am adding layers to my story by using 

different voices� Bn my section "The 8irst Fasks�" B tell the story of my masks from my 

point of view� how B used them� and how real they were to me� but in adding sections 
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from their point of view B believe B added another view of my struggles� B am not sure B 

could have portrayed this in such a powerful way in any other form� 

3nother way B depicted this "otherness" was the use of The Rusty 5urran as a 

metaphor for the broken child that died along the way� 3nd in the end it acted as a sort of 

lodestone that B returned to throughout the work� 3fter beginning with the philosophical 

question of The Rusty 5urran and The Russ 5urran� B return to this metaphor of The 

Rusty 5urran being lost at sea in the poems "The 8orm of 7mptiness" and "The Ioetry of 

5hildhood"� In "The Ioetry of 5hildhood�" B used two double stanzas from two different 

poems by 8ederico 9arcia Eorca to speak in mythical terms about the feelings of suicide� 

and thoughts of death that ran through the times of the initial memory� B used Eorca's 

poetry because he always spoke to me in a very deep and mythical way� :is poem 

"9hazal of 6ark 6eath" has always been a favorite� and the lines� "B want to sleep the 

sleep of that child�who wanted to cut his heart out on the sea�" seem to speak directly to 

that broken child inside of me� 3nother is the poem "9hazal of the 6ead 5hild"� which is 

where the lines "Fy 4ody� shadowed violent� dead on the bank�was an archangel of 

cold"� spoke to my suicidal feelings� and sense of being utterly alone after the memory 

returned� In "The 8orm of 7mptiness�" B used my own poetry and mythical language to 

convey the emptiness that has dominated my life from as far back as childhood� B also 

return to it more thoroughly in the last section entitled "Unmasked�" where B connect The 

Rusty 5urran to the overall journey that every sexual abuse survivor travels� This is the 

idea that every survivor had their own Rusty 5urran� which is the selves they were before 

the abuse� as something to rely on even as that former self begins to break apart on the 

journey� Without it� we could never build our newer� stronger selves� B also like how the 
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line at the beginning of the work� "The Rusty 5urran is a doomed� frozen wreck at the 

bottom of an icy sea ��� "� turns The Rusty 5urran into an object of glory at the end� We 

now see The Rusty 5urran as an icon of sacrifice� a tragic hero that voluntarily travels the 

road that leads to its own death� so the new self can live on and flourish� 

Very late into this process B had something of an epiphany on what was missing in 

my thesis� 3 sense of humor� If you asked my friends and the family members B talk to 

about my personality� the first thing they would talk about would be my sense of humor� 

Bn a meeting with my advisor� we realized that there was absolutely no sense of humor in 

this work� If this thesis were a song� it would be dirge� That is how bleak it was� 

Therefore� late in the process B added the humorous sections� 3dding humorous sections 

enabled me to show that the abuse did not hold sway over my entire childhood� but it also 

allowed me to show how the abuse did act as a filter for how B saw myself� Bn the section 

"5omplications of an 7lementary School Romance�" B used the genuinely funny moment 

of hearing that a girl might like me� into the idea that someone liking me was a genuine 

shock� 6ue to that filter of sexual abuse� B always thought that B was worthless and 

unattractive� no matter how much evidence B might have had to the contrary� In "8irst 

Eoves & Snowstorms�" B wanted to show the innocence that even the sexual abuse didn't 

seem to touch� That first love could still make me feel awkward and giddy� and the pride 

B felt when B could make her laugh� These feelings are a part of all of our childhoods� 

and even having suffered through sexual abuse� could not be completely stolen away 

from me� and B thought that that was an important point to make in this project� If B had 

not included these moments� B do not believe there would have been any sense of 
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overcoming the abuse in the end� It was also important not only for a little levity� but 

because humor had a great deal to do with my healing process� 

The writing of this thesis was a journey unto itself� 8rom the decision to attempt 

to write this story�which B'd been thinking of� and fearing to do� for so many years� to 

all of the drafts and rewrites� it has been an amazing period of my writing life� one that B 

would not have missed for the world� 
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F+( DGEFS BGDD@3 

@ philosophical question of metaphysics- If . have a wooden boat named Fhe 

Dusty Burran+ dismantle it completely+ and then put it back together in a different form+ 

say from a sailboat to a schooner+ using the exact same wood and name it the Duss 

Burran,is it the same boat> 

Fhe Dusty Burran is a doomed+ frozen wreck at the bottom of an icy sea --- long 

live Fhe Dusty Burran- 
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EG00(D84 

Fhe song "Burple Dain" on an endless+ parent,maddening+ loop- )ull volume- 

Iorking nearly full,time at the 0cConald
s on 933- 0y life
s solitary moment of 

being the cool one everyone looked up to- . was twenty,two working with high school 

kids-

3ight drives all over the surrounding area+ trying to figure out why . felt as if the 

world was dying all around me while . chased the dream of playing pro football- . ran and 

walked miles upon miles to escape the sense of intense grief that had settled within me+ 

though . had no idea of what . was grieving for- 

. wrote my first poem- . burned candles because the lights were too garish+ as if . 

were being interrogated by my own mind- . wrote short stories+ complete with crying 

clowns committing suicide- 

. was twenty,two years old+ hopelessly in love+ and chasing the dreams of 

childhood with utter desperation+ fighting to attain the dying dream of being a 

professional football player- 

. had spent most of my life playing the game- . played in every league+ practiced 

every single day; in the rain+ in the snow and bitter cold+ in the humid summer heat of the 

0idwest+ running until my feet bled into my white socks+ until fainting+ until exhaustion- 

. poured my life and soul into every forty,yard sprint+ every long distance mile+ into 
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every single pass pattern+ and weight lifted+ into every thought of the game . loved and 

lived for- -- 

@nd watched it die- 
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@ Blay in Fwo @cts 

Bast of Bharacters 

Duss Burran: Fwenty,two,year old son- 

Eetting: @ small+ cramped bedroom- 

Fime: Eummer 1984- 

Ecene 4ne: 

Duss paces back and forth+ the room so small that it takes one step in each 

direction to reach the stand next to his bed+ and then two more back to the large dresser 

next to the door- Fhe song "Burple Dain" floods the room- +e is on the verge of tears+ and 

holding his breath to keep them from falling- Beriodically he sits down on the frameless 

mattress and holds his head in his hands+ rocking back and forth- 

(nd Ecene 
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Ecene Fwo: 

Bast of Bharacters 

Duss Burran,Fwenty,two year old son 

Aarbara Burran,mother,forty,nine,years old 

Aob Burran,father,)ifty,two,years old 

Eetting: @ mid,sized living room- Duss
s mother is standing in the kitchen 

doorway+ his father standing in the middle of the room- Duss comes running down the 

steps and starts for the front door- @ thunderstorm is flashing and rumbling outside- 

Aob: �Etepping in front of the front door-( Sou are not going back out there in that storm- 

Duss: �Eeverely agitated-( *et out of my way+ Cad+ . have to get out of here-

Aarbara: �@ slight look of guilt on her face-( Duss+ you know we love you- 

Aob: Sou can talk to us- 

Duss: �Bointing at his mother-( . went to you when . first got depressed and you said you 

didn
t want to hear about your kid
s problems! 

Aarbara: �*uilt blossoms-( . don t remember saying that! 

�Aob looks at his wife+ and then back at his son-( 

Duss: .
m fine -
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�Duss pushes past his father and stalks out the door �stage left(+ and out into the storm-( 

(nd Ecene 
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F+( BD(@F.43 


Fhe man that writes these words was 


created 


in a small room on the upper floor of our house at 


2226 Bleasant Etreet- 


Fhat five,year,old child was broken+ bound and born in a 


bloodless violence- 


mailto:BD(@F.43
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F+( (H(3F 

. have no memory of entering my room with C+ or what happened immediately 

afterwards- . remember the suffocating heat+ like a blast furnace,and shadows grasping 

and clutching at the room+ my toys and balls hiding somewhere in that smothering 

darkness- C was whispering �hissing>(+ amplifying the silence and the feeling that what 

she was doing was wrong �and that she knew it(- Aut it did not stop her- . don
t know 

how long . was in that dark+ breathless void- .t seems to me now as a brief+ timeless+ 

eternal burning- 

.t would be another two decades before that moment would return to me- 
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/4EF A4SE 


I wDs sh DehgD. 

. know you were- .
m very sorry- 

Yhu EhrJht fD. 

3ot on purpose- . had to forget to survive- 

It whueG KDvD GDDg GDttDr ifyhu'G eDt us GbD. 

. thought so too+ for a very long time- Aut now . can write this book- 

WKy? Nh hgD HDrDs. 

Fhere are others who went through the same thing we did,maybe this book can 

help other people- 

WKy GbG sKD Gh bt? 

. wish . knew- 

Asd KDr. 

. can
t talk to her about it+ .- -- there is too much rage- . would have killed her- .
ve 

cut her out of my life- 

Yhu sKhueG KDvD dbeeDG KDr. 

.
ve thought about it- 4ften- 

Dhg 't EhrJDt fD DJDbg. 

3ever-
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F+( ).DEF 0@E.E 

/ohnny Gnitas dropping back to pass and then throwing the ball down the field+ 

/ohn 0ackey running down the field and the ball drops into his hands as he
s tackled, 

unless he dodges the tacklers and runs for a touchdown- 

Cick Autkus crouching menacingly across from Gnitas+ snarling+ a bristling 

monster of intensity and rage- Fhe offense runs a sweep to the far side of the field and 

Autkus stalks along the line+ waiting for the moment- Fhe offensive line parts and Autkus 

slashes through and hits the ball carrier+ raking over him with a violence rare even for the 

3)/+ and then stands over the runner+ pointing a finger at him in warning: the next time 

they give you the ball the same pain will land on your shoulders- Autkus stalks back to 

the defensive huddle+ waiting anxiously for the next opportunity to hit the man in front of 

him-

Ifmy family had looked out the window while this intense action was taking 

place they would have seen a boy+ anywhere from the age of five to fifteen years old+ 

flinging himself onto the ground+ throwing the ball into the air and running under it and 

catching it+ and then putting the football on the ground and standing across from it+ 

snarling at it- .
m sure they probably laughed+ or shook their heads at the sight of me-

Aut to me+ it was very serious- Fhis was the time when . got to be someone other 

than Dusty Burran- Fhis was the time . was in control of everything+ . was free from my 

sister
s and father
s control and expectations- 
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In a way+ even as . was being Cick Autkus and /ohnny Gnitas+ . was never more 

Dusty Burran then when pretending to be other people- Ihich leaves the question: can 

we really escape ourselves> 
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Aatman-

Fhor-

Epiderman-

Fhe +ulk- 

.ronman-

/ohn +enry- 

@braham /incoln- 

Cick Autkus- 

/ohnny Gnitas- 

0ike Burtis- 

Ialter Bayton- 

/im Faylor- 

Aobby 4rr- 

Ferry 4
Deilly- 

*ene Eimmons- 

Brince-

@rnold Echwarzenegger- 

Bharles Cickens- 

)yodor Costoevsky- 

(dgar @llan Boe- 

/eo Folstoy- 

0@E.E J 1000 
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/udwig van Aeethoven- 

)riedrich 3ietzsche- 

Hincent Han *ogh- 

(dvard 0unch- 

0ichelangelo-

@uguste Dodin- 

0arcel Broust- 

(ddy 0erckx- 
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F+( B4(FDS 4) B+./C+44C 


. want to sleep the sleep of that child 


Iho wanted to cut his heart out on the sea- 


0y body+ shadowed violet+ dead on the bank+ 


Ias an archangel of cold-


Fhe Dusty Burran drifting back out to sea- 
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).DEF /4H(E & E34IEF4D0E 

(arly 1970
s- 0emorial Bark- /ulie C
s- big white house with dark green trim 

sitting just on the other side of the alley from our sledding hill- Bhristmas Hacation- 

0e+ my best friend+ 0ike+ his brothers Arian and Fony+ my next door neighbor+ 

0ark+ and my little brother+ Dandy+ were all gathered at our sledding hill at the back of 

0emorial Bark- @ fresh snow had fallen overnight- 

0y sled was a piece of bright red plastic with a small handle on one end+ and 

when . wasn
t lying on top of it+ it rolled up like a broken window shade in about two 

seconds- *etting it to lay flat so . could ride it was like doing long division+ frustrating 

and usually wrong+ with the sled rolled up and twenty to thirty feet away from me by the 

time . got to the bottom- 

Ie were yelling and bellowing at each other like most ten and eleven,year,old 

boys do as we took our turns flying down the hill --- and then . turned and saw /ulie C 

walking through her backyard on the other side of the alley and towards me- 

/ulie C- was my dream of female perfection- Ehort- Elightly bucked,teeth- Aright 

red hair- )reckles- @ quick smile- Fhe smartest girl in our class- 

3eedless to say+ her long division was done spectacularly- . found it very hard to 

look away from her- It was equally hard to look at her without feeling as if . were a 

breath away from somehow being possessed by her- 

"Dusty! Ihat are you doing+ doofus>" 0ike yelled at me- 
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"3othing+" . yell back+ my face suddenly hot as /ulie C- grins at me+ knowing . 

was standing there simply because she was standing there- . sprint for the hill+ desperately 

struggling with my plastic piece,of,crap sled+ and dive head first down the hill- - - 

two seconds later my sled is tightly rolled and 

skittering down the hill ten feet to my 

right+ while . tumble away towards 

the dip at the 

bottom of the hill- -- 

@irborne-- - legs slowly rising above my tucked head until . was upside down and 

looking back up towards the top of the hill,still soaring---until my upper back finally 

crashed back to earth with a teeth,rattling thud+ and . to continue to slide for another 

twenty feet to the bottom- 

/ulie C- was waiting at the top+ smiling- "Iow- Fhat was a good one-" 

"Fhanks- Fhink how good it would have been ifl
d have had a sled with me-" 

Ehe laughed- . was never prouder than when . made /ulie laugh- 

. wish . could have held that moment+ remained frozen in time+ just me and my 

first love on a cold snowy day in 3orthern .ndiana -- - 

Foday+ that hill is tree,covered+ and you can barely find the spot where we went 

down at all- Aut /ulie C
s house still stands just a block from where . now sit and write 

these words- It is still white+ with green trim- 
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Eometimes . feel like . dreamed that little girl into existence --- a lonely boy 

searching for love- 
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(JB(BF@F.43E 

4ne day when . was around eleven or twelve . was surrounded by my comic 

books+ reading on the couch- 0y father walked in from work and looked at me- 

"Sou need to get your head in the real world+" he grumbled at me as he walked 

through the living room and into the kitchen- 

Fhose comics of Fhor+ and Fhe +ulk+ and Epiderman were more my real world 

than reality ever was- 

"Ihat
s wrong with being Dusty Burran>" 0om asked me once- 

If . had an answer+ it might have been+ 

"Aecause he is Dusty Burran-" 

Ihen . was ten my Cad and . were play,fighting in the kitchen- +e grew up 

watching /oe /ouis+ while . was watching 0uhammad @li+ and so when he started 

swatting my head over and over while . was trying to dance around the kitchen . laughed 

and told him he fought like a wild man- +e stopped cold+ staring at me as if he wanted to 

kill me- +e stuck his huge finger in my face and said+ "@nytime you want to go out to the 

garage and see who the last man standing is+ you say the word"- 4ur friendly play was 

over- . fought back tears as . started to dry the dishes with my mom- . asked her why he
d 

gotten so mad and she said that he just wanted me to show more backbone- 

. was ten- +e was forty- 

mailto:JB(BF@F.43E
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@nother time+ following the last freshman football game,in which . played 

little,. went home and played football by myself in the dirt in the backyard- Ihen . 

went inside he growled that . should be putting that energy into practices- +e still didn
t 

understand- . got a bigger rush+ more enjoyment from playing by myself than . ever 

would playing organized football for school- 

. could be anyone . wanted- 


. didn
t have to be 
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F+( 0(04DS 


Epring- 1988- 

@n ancient+ peeling+ orange basketball rim on an old twisted tree- 

. played so much basketball that summer that the inside of my middle knuckles 

became lacerated and stained the basketball with bloody+ magenta polka dots- 

)ree throws as meditation- Eeventy,three in a row was my record- 

Fhe hovering face of my sister blossoms in front of me-

.issing her- +eat- Ehame- 

Fhe bloody ball bounces across the driveway+ unnoticed- 

@ memory> 0y body suddenly hot+ and not from shooting baskets- Euffocation 

like a wool blanket on my face- . step away+ but the image clings to me- 

Ihat was it> Bhildhood curiosity was out; that kind of thing had happened with 

my friends in the neighborhood+ playing doctor+ and ".
ll show you mine+ if you show me 

yours" sort of thing+ but it never made me feel---shameful- Iell+ it did+ just because we 

knew we weren
t supposed to do stuff like that+ but it never made me feel this shame- 

+ow long had . been standing in the driveway> @ couple of seconds> 

0onths> 

Sears> 

0aybe .
d been standing there since it happened when . was a child+ only now 

returning to corporeal form twenty,one years after the event,returning from some 
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spectral world reserved for those faceless children that suffer from trauma too severe for 

them to endure> 

But how does someone forget something like this> Ias it what . think it was> 

Bould it be anything else> 3o- It was exactly what it was- 

. felt myself being cut away from the world by a single memory- @ single event- 

. took off sprinting down the street- . ran for miles- 
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@t the ages of five or six we are just becoming aware that we have volition all our 

own- Ie say "Ses+ . can" to life- Bonfidence and self,worth are growing as fast as our 

bodies-

@s . began to feel this confidence+ my sister demanded that . kiss her entire body+ 

and yelled at me if . did it wrong+ telling me in the most physical and cutting way+ "3o+ 

you can
t"- 

Ehe never said this aloud+ but the abuse itself showed me that . wasn
t worth 

anything- If .
d mattered+ she would have respected me+ she would have loved me- 

.nstead she told me that . was powerless in the world+ . was worthless+ weak and ugly+ 

that . had no home+ that the kids at school that say they
re my friends+ Bary 0-+ 0ike .-+ 

@ntonio B-+ were lying --- why would anyone pick me as a friend> @nd most of all+ . was 

powerless to change any of it-

. believed it- @nd there are days when . still believe it- 
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. sit here+ rocking+ gently rocking+ 


the rain falling into the gray sea+ 


the waves lapping hollowly at the boat- 


3othing ever happens here+ 


nothing ever grows+ 


as . sit here+ rocking+ gently rocking+ 


watching the rain fall into the sea- 
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Ihere does this poison come from> Fhis desire to take and destroy simply 

because C wants to> .s it in the genes> Coes it travel all the way back to our .rish and 

)rench bloodlines> 

(vil handed down from generation to generation+ a family tree+ poisonous and 

rotted-

Ihy> Ihy did my sister do this to me> Cid she think it was okay> Cid she think . 

wanted to do it> Cid she want power> Ehe was the youngest of four girls before . came 

along; maybe this was her way of getting to the top of the totem pole ---

4r perhaps she was abused herself- . heard that a lot in therapy through the years+ 

that they had to learn it somewhere+ but . don
t care if she was- . was abused+ and . 

haven
t laid a finger on any child or person in my life- 

0y mother and some of the family went looking for their ancestors- Fhey found 

the Aergerons all the way back from the 1800
s- (ventually they got to my mother
s 

name+ @llen- +er proudest possession was a photograph of a group of @llens from so far 

back we didn
t even know who they were- 

Fhen they found out something that backed up my theory of tainted bloodlines- 
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0y grandfather+ Dussel @llen+ was adopted by a man named @lbert @llen when 

he married my great grandmother+ 0innie- Eo my grandfather was an @llen in name only- 

+e never spoke of it to anyone- 3either did his mother- @lbert @llen was 0innie
s third 

husband+ and her first non,abusive husband- 

Fhere was good reason for their silence- 

Dussel @llen
s biological father was a Coctor Barr+ who raped 0innie when she 

was only fifteen years old- 
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/ate Iinter 1988 

. was twenty,six,years old and working the third shift at Henture department store 

when . first cut myself- .t was five,thirty in the morning+ still dark+ and . was suffering a 

full,blown panic attack- Fhis was a few months after . had quit my job at 0cConalds in 

1987- Fhe memory of the sexual abuse was still a little less than a year away+ but the 

depression continued to drag me down- 

Fhe psychic pain of a severe anxiety attack cannot be easily described,suffice it 

to say that . dgDw my death was imminent- Fhe light+ the feel of the florescent lighting in 

the warehouse,like store was sickening+ and as . stood there at the back of the store 

among the hardware tools . knew that . had to end it right there+ or crumble to the ground+ 

never to rise again- 

Fo this day .
m not sure what made me take my dull box cutter blade and drag it 

across my right upper arm+ or even how it came into my head- It seems absurd that 

someone would ever think of doing such a thing- Aut it worked- .mmediately after cutting 

myself the sense of panic began to dissipate- . didn
t feel good again+ but the feelings of 

death and terror began to slip away enough for me to continue working through my shift- 

. went and got some toilet paper from the bathroom and wrapped it around the cut+ and 

then pulled my sleeve down to keep it in place- 

. told no one- . smiled when someone passed by and made a clever remark about 

working in the wee hours of the morning+ and most of the time . even gave a reply- Aut 
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the deadness and shame . felt were as strong as the feelings of panic that had been the 

reason .
d cut myself in the first place- 

. went home and slept ten straight hours- Ihen . got up . made two phone calls- 

4ne to Henture to quit my job; the other to 0adison Benter �the mental health center at 

the time( to ask to see someone- 

. didn
t know what to think of what happened later in the day+ and so . chose to 

pretend it never happened- /ater that afternoon . was running my fifty yard sprints in the 

street in front of the house+ followed by a trip to Cave
s *ym for weight training- 

)ootball was my only hope- @s it had always been- Aut the dream was now beginning to 

slip away- 

(xcept the cutting continued to happen- 4ften- It still happens today+ but very 

rarely+ when the bi,polar and BFEC hits and .
m in danger of falling incoherent to the 

ground- Fhe act of cutting is a visual display of inner pain- Ihen .
m in the middle of a 

panic attack it is invisible to others+ but when . bleed people can see that . am in great 

pain- @nd when . see the blood+ . recover the moment- Curing a panic attack on the scale 

that BFEC brings your mind is living in the past+ present+ and future all at once- It races 

back to the abuse+ it races ahead to a future so black that it defies description+ and it 

stands in stark terror of a single moment when death is breathing its malignant breath in 

your face- 

Alood refocuses the mind- Bhysical pain refocuses the mind- 

@nd in those frantic moments+ blood and pain,,,even self,induced,is a gift- 

Curing that time in my life+ blood was my favorite color- 
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0y name is Cick Autkus- 

. am one of the masks of Dusty Burran- 

3obody wanted to be a pro football player more than Dusty- +is first twenty,six, 

years of life were consumed by that chase to the point of losing himself in the process- 

Fhe part of him that was drawn to me was the little boy who held a rage within 

him that he was too frightened to even acknowledge+ let alone express- 

Ihen he watched me playing with the Bhicago Aears he saw someone reveling in 

that physical rage+ and more importantly+ . was applauded for it+ people loved me for it- 

Fo this day when he watches clips of me he imagines himself hitting his sister the 

way . hit ball carriers- 

Aetween the ages of 18 to 28 Dusty poured his mind and soul into his dream of 

being the next Cick Autkus --- and . think he lost his mind somewhere in those dreams- +e 

did manage to make it to a few combine tryouts+ which is when several teams show up to 

see the local talent- Fhe Bleveland Arowns of the 3)/ was at one of them+ and the 

Bhicago Alitz of the now defunct I)/ was another- 
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Fhere were moments at night while lying in bed when he would want it so 

damned bad he would start to cry- 

+e worked out in sub,zero temperatures and thick+ humid summer days- 

@t his peak+ he could leg press over 1000 pounds+ and deadlift 325+ while running 

seven minute miles over distances of ten miles and more- 

Gnfortunately+ his parents didn
t have the type of genes to hand down to him- +e 

was 5
 11+ and had to work hard to get to 190lbs- (ven worse+ his best time in the forty, 

yard dash was 4-9 seconds: fast for most+ way too slow in the 3)/ of the 1980
s- 

+e would have been an @ll,Bro wide receiver in the 50s and 60s+ when the game 

was played by normal men instead of genetic freaks- +e was a man out of time-

Aut fate had other plans for him- 
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.t
s a )riday afternoon in between classes at Fhomas /efferson (lementary 

Echool- .
m in gth *rade+ and there is a dance that night+ not for the school+ but for my 

Eunday school class- .t was at some building on 0c.inley @ venue+ but . couldn
t 

remember the exact address- Fhe only other person in school who would be going was 

Aarbara I-+ who was in the same Eunday school class as me+ so at some point . needed 

to ask her the address- Ehe was a friend of /ulie C-+ but . only knew her from being in 

some of the same classes,and of course from Eunday school- 

. tum to find her in the throng of students+ and find her walking towards me- .t
s a 

shock- Ehe doesn
t hate me+ but she doesn
t like acknowledging my existence either- 

Euddenly+ she is standing before me- 

"+i+" . say- 

Ehe sighs+ exasperated at the very idea of talking to me- Aarbara was always the 

drama queen in our class+ her life a soap opera+ only no one else knew the script,and if 

you strayed from said script you received a very dramatic sigh- 0y friends and . used to 

joke that the only thing missing was the back of her hand placed on her forehead+ Ecarlet 

0 +ara,style-

".s the dance at seven+ or seven,thirty>" she says- 

"Eeven+" . answer+ and before . can ask her the address she
s turned and 

disappeared back into the throng- 
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.t was my tum to sigh; she couldn
t have waited one lousy second> 3ow . had to 

go back to her- . could already hear the snickering from friends standing nearby, 

apparently the word dance was heard- Faking a deep breath+ . walk over to her locker- 

Ehe immediately rolls her eyes at the very sight of me-

"Ihat was the address> . know the street+ but not the numbers-" 

@nother colossal sigh before telling me the address+ but this time my friend+ Bary 

0- overhears- 

Frouble-

.
m talking to friends in class before the start of the next period when Bary comes 

skidding into the room- 

"Dusty! Aarbara said she wants to go to bed with you!" 

3ow+ mind you+ . don
t think any ofus at the time even knew what going to bed 

with someone meant+ but . said+ a tad too excitedly+ "Ehe did>" 

"4hhhhh!" went up like a chorus- 

. tried again- "Ehe did not-" . said+ my voice much lower and calmer- .t didn
t 

help; the class was buzzing with the idea of Aarbara I- wanting to go to bed with me- . 

think . knew even then that she
d probably said it in exasperation+ just to get Bary to 

leave her alone- Etill+ the idea of a girl liking me was in itself something of a miracle in 

my mind- 

(ventually the teacher came in and brought the teasing to a halt- .t was the last 

class of the week+ and we were thrilled that our teacher had given us a film to watch+ and 

even left us to ourselves- 
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Aarbara was sitting next to me in the front row+ furthest from the door- 4utside 

the door was a set of stairs descending towards the room- 

. looked over past Aarbara to see the immortal /ulie C- walking+ gazelle,like+ 

down the stairs- 

Ehe smiled and waved- . smiled and waved- 

"Etop staring at me!" Aarbara says- 

. say+ ". wasn
t staring at you+ . was waving to /ulie!" 

@ntonio B-+ several rows back+ says "@lllriiigght Dusty!",as ifl were suddenly 

beating the girls off with a stick- 

"4h shut up+" . say+ turning to look back at him+ and the whole room laughs at 

Aarbara
s and my embarrassment- 

. still laugh out loud when . think of this moment- Aut the surprise when told that 

Aarbara might like me was genuine: through it all+ there is the nagging belief that . am 

unattractive and unlovable- . have learned over the long years of recovery that the power 

of sexual abuse is how it can destroy someone
s self,perception+ and how they can 

become blind to what is clear evidence around them- 

. was shocked that Aarbara I- might like me+ and yet at the same time+ only 

minutes later+ . was waving to /ulie C-+ who . knew had always liked me- 4ther girls as 

well through elementary school had had crushes on me at times+ and yet despite all of this 

evidence of my actual attractiveness and likability+ the feelings from the sexual abuse 

over,ride all evidence to the contrary- Eome of that power lies in the abuse+ but in my 

own case+ some of it comes from the fact that . was five years old when it happened+ that 
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critical stage at the age of five or six that we discover our worth+ our strengths+ and yes+ 

attractiveness to others- 0y sister cut that stage short for me+ and in eighth grade . was 

still deeply immersed in what my sister had told me about my appeal to the opposite sex- 
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Fhere were rumors that my grandfather was half @frican,@merican+ �he was very 

dark,skinned(+ and that his father was a man named D-B- +amilton- 

@ stranger called+ someone from @lbert @llen
s side of the family that we didn
t 

know-

@nd finally+ the other shoe dropped ---+amilton was not his father+ but the man 

Cr- Barr+ her rapist+ suggested she marry- Ihat did my grandfather know> Cid he know 

he was a child of rape> Cid he even know he was adopted> +is life,long silence hides the 

truth-

+is mother could keep a secret- 

Fhe family found all of this out when my mother was sent a 1904 article about 

0innie suing for divorce from +amilton in the Fri,Bity (vening paper in Cow Bity+ 

.owa- Ehe was raped by Cr- I- C. Barr in 1900 at the age of fifteen- 0y grandfather+ 

Dussel @llen+ was born from this rape- 

3othing happened to Cr- Barr+ just like nothing happened to my sister after she 

abused me- 

Fhe actual event+ the circumstances+ the details+ that 0innie suffered remain 

unknown to all but her and Cr- Barr+ both long since dead- 
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@ccording to the testimony of 0innie+ Cr- Barr told her to marry a black man 

named D- B- +amilton+ a man who was about to have his leg amputated and expected to 

die+ that way she could give her child a last name �apparently Barr wasn
t an option(- Aut 

he lived+ and physically abused my great grandmother for the next four years- 

@ccording to the family records and genealogies+ 0innie
s next husband+ Bharles 

Fitus+ was abusive and ended up in the penitentiary+ but with her last two husbands she 

finally found good men- @lbert @llen adopted my grandfather+ and after he died she 

married a man named /ohn Dhinesmith+ by all accounts a very sweet man- 

0innie never spoke of it to anyone- 


Ihat my grandfather knew+ if anything+ remains a mystery- 
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.t never happened- 

. didn
t do anything wrong- 

.t didn
t mean anything,none of it did- 

.t was just childhood curiosity- 

. just wanted to know what a penis looked like- 

.t was never about hurting him- 

. just wanted to see what it was like- 

. never hurt him- 

+is entire life has been a disaster+ and he blames me for it- 

3ow he
s trying to cut me out of the family- 
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26 /uly 1988 

Fhe woman told me that my dinner was on the table whenever . was ready to 

come out- 

Ehe took my shoe strings with her- 

Euicide watch,every fifteen minutes a nurse came by to make sure . hadn
t hung 

myself with someone
s shoe strings- 

. sobbed harder when the nurse left my room than . ever had+ or have+ in my life- 

+ow did . 

. was twenty,six+ . was supposed to be in the middle of a +all of )ame football 

career- -- not staring at my string,less shoes in the looney bin- 

Aut . knew there would be no pro football 

Fhe love of my life had fallen in love with another 

@nd memories of my sister
s abuse ---
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Nine days. Locked in the psych ward with people that appeared unplugged, 

sometimes deranged ... and I knew I was right where I belonged. 

I did have a nurse give me her number. Go figure. I assume she had a thing for 

saving hopeless people. Strangely enough, it wouldn't be the last time I found romance 

on a psych ward. 
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MADNESS 

"A totally naked Nietzsche was leaping and whirling around in a 

dance of Dionysian frenzy. Night, the dark night of madness he had 

so long feared, and finally descended on Friedrich Nietzsche ..."(551). 

Friedrich Nietzsche 
by 

Curtis Cate 

I was perhaps his darkest mask. When he was angry at the world, I was there. 

When he was disgusted with human beings, I was there. And when he feared going 

finally and irrevocably mad, I was there. 

But perhaps the deepest connection was the sense of loneliness and isolation. I 

once wrote that "At the age of seven- I already knew that no human word would ever 

reach me . . . "(Chowers, 211). When Russ read that it was like a clarion call to his soul. It 

was a cry from his hidden world, a world that he always did his best to disguise when 

around others, utterly alone inside, no matter how he appeared on the outside. 

And very soon after he recalled his abuse, and had spent time in the hospital after 

his breakdown, he read something else I wrote about myself. "I emerge from a hundred 

abysses no gaze dares penetrate. I have lived on ice- I have been burned by a hundred 

snows."(UK). For all of our obvious differences, Russ believed that we were twin souls, 

each of us struggling to find a way to live in a world that seemed to have no place for us. 
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He found photographs of me online and began a picture file of me, before and 

after my break, but what fascinates him is those taken in the asylum, with my eyes 

crossed and face buried beneath my legendary mustache. He stared at those photos as if 

he could somehow see the madness itself behind my eyes, and believed that the answers 

he was looking for were there. 

I'm not sure he ever found them. 
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FOOTBALL CONFESSIONS 

Looking back, I'm glad I didn't make pro football. My personality doesn't fit the 

hyper-competitive world of professional athletes. I should have been in the marching 

band. Those were my people, fun, artistic, nerdy ... hell, I could have been their King. 

Yet, I was so terrified of being weak, of my father, of life, that I clung to the 

masks of Dick Butkus and Johnny Unitas, of Batman and Thor. I tortured myself to make 

myself tough. If someone told me I couldn't do it, I would throw myself into that task 

with fierce abandon. 

I am still that way. Only now I aim that need for physical suffering to my cycling, 

my current obsession. 

So why the obsession with playing pro football? My favorite explanation is that 

instead of stuffed bears and dogs, my father had placed a regulation sized football and 

helmet in my crib when I was about two months old. 

Subtlety was never his strong point. 

But the real reason went unrealized until recently. Football glory, Dick Butkus, 

Johnny Unitas- all of them were simply my original masks. The masks that were 

hardest for me to let go of, even when it became incredibly obvious that that the dream of 
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playing pro football was about as realistic as my more recent dreams (delusions?) of 

being Charles Dickens, or Fyodor Dostoevsky. 

In the end, football was just another way to escape reality. An escape from the 

reality of being Rusty (and later Russ) Curran, frightened of life itself, and slowly 

becoming a madman. 

I wanted so much ... 

I wanted to be great at something. The only way I was going to be 

worth anything was to be the very best at something ... 

and knowing that is never going to happen is an agony. 
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SECRETS UNVEILED 

Apparently, the both sides of the family are well-skilled on the subject of secrets. 

My grandfather is a child of rape. My grandmother, his wife, told me she and her 

sisters were sexually molested by her two older brothers when coming out of the shower, 

one of them being my Godfather, Uncle Russ. 

Family rumor has it that my father exposed himself to a woman when we lived on 

Pleasant Street. My grandmother, my mom's mom, told me that my father flirted with her 

after he and mom got married. And my oldest sister took the twins into the closet and 

pretended to be the boy, and my sister D sexually abused both me and my little brother. 

The sexual abuse stopped with us. At least on our parts. 
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A HARD-FAVORED RAGE 

"Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood, 

Disguise fair nature with hard-favored rage." 

King Henry V 

Shakespeare 

Two large, circular indentations in the ceiling of my room when I lived at home. 

A hole in the wall where the doorknob hit. 

A two-foot high break in the wall in my bedroom. 

Three deck chairs destroyed. 

Two coffee tables demolished. 

Two footstools and countless tape players smashed against walls. 

It is like a blood tide rushing up behind my eyes, 

A rage born of impotence against the world, 

against a crime unpunished, 

against a life not asked for. 

But it never rises before people, or when it is called for. 

It rises when alone. 
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For a bad call in a hockey game, 

when a politician lies, and no one will call them on it, 

when news of animals and children abused come on television, 

or when neighborhood fireworks start in the spring 

and last past midnight. 

Rage against past events, 

times when I should have spoken up, but didn't, 

when bullies bullied, and I did nothing, 

when I was insulted, and said nothing ... 

and the rage comes spilling out against memory. 

But you can't destroy a memory, 

no matter how high the rage bums. 
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A BROKEN MIND 

Therapist One-1987 pre-breakdown 

It's depression. Here are some meds, they'll make you feel better. 

Therapist Two-1988 post-breakdown 

You have Borderline Personality Disorder and panic attacks. You learned skills 

when a boy to survive but they no longer work. Here is some intensive therapy three days 

a week. And we'll change your meds, they'll make you feel better. 

Doctor One-1990's 

You have Dysthymia, it's a constant low-grade depression and an anxiety 

disorder. We'll change your medication, they'll make you feel better. 

Doctor Two---Present 

You have Bi-polar disorder, obsessive/compulsive disorder, and PTSD. It's often 

misdiagnosed because of the prolonged lows, but this fits everything. When you're in 

mid-obsession those are your highs, and the emptiness in between are your lows. The 

panic attacks are PTSD due to the trauma of the sexual assault when you were a boy. The 
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medication Lamictal should even out your highs and lows, and these others are for 

depression and PTSD. Don't worry, they'll make you feel better. 
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LOSING HIMSELF 

"You have been the last dream of my soul." 

Charles Dickens 

My name is Charles Dickens. 

In the winter of 1992, Russ read Oliver Twist. I was the one within whom Russ 

almost lost himself. The first night he started reading Oliver Twist he realized that he was 

a novelist, not a short story writer. 

He read a biography by Peter Ackroyd in the following weeks, and my hook was 

deep. He wept when I died at the end of the book. 

We shared a love of darkness, mysteries and murders, legends and dark fables. 

We felt the same emptiness and restlessness, always looking for something to 

make us feel whole, to sooth the storms that raged within us ... and naked ambition. And 

we dealt with the same way-we walked. I once rose in the night and walked from 

London to my home in Kent, about thirty miles, because of my restlessness. Russ rose 

from a sleep-deprived bed at one o'clock in the morning and went for a five mile run. 

Childhood trauma shaped our lives. I was forced to work in a blacking factory 

when I was ten or eleven, and worked there over a year while my father and the rest of 

my family lived in the Marshalsea Prison for debt. You know his trauma ... 
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The reason that he spent the next decade trying to absorb me into himself was that 

my reaction, and the life it led to, was how he fervently wished he had reacted. 

He was frightened of people being angry with him, and not being loved, while I 

lashed out and demanded love from those around me, and he chose to see this as strength. 

He chose the life of a recluse, while I gazed into the bowels of Vesuvius and 

fought for the rights of the poor. 

I am one of the greatest writers in the English language, while he 

He grew the same beard as my own and started wearing plaid vests. When family 

pictures were taken he adopted postures that he'd seen me take in photos ... he hunted 

photos of me online for hours, and then days. 

He took photos of me from books, had them enlarged to 1 lx18, and then covered 

his walls with my image. He did the same with other masks, but never, before or after, 

did he do it with such desperation. We were so much alike-after he grew his beard, 

some people mentioned that we even looked alike; and we had the connection that all 

survivors of childhood trauma feel with other survivors. Soon he was telling his friends 

that he thought we were the same spirit, reincarnated. 
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He gave a friend that was going to spend a semester in London three-hundred 

dollars and asked her to buy as much as possible concerning my life. 

For ten years 

The St. Joe River became the Thames . . . 

The fields of St. Patrick's Park became the fields and marshes of Kent, England, 

And at night 

Downtown South Bend, Indiana, became nineteenth century London, England ... 
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THE FIRST TELL 

A play in two acts 

Characters: 

Therapist 

Me 

Place: A therapist's office within the psych ward. 

August 30, 1988 Four days in. 

Scene One 

Therapist: Do you want to tell your parents? 

Me: I don't know. 

Therapist: They already know something is going on, don't you think? 

Me (Shrugging): Well, since I'm sitting here on the psych ward, yes, they've 

probably guessed something was up. 

Therapist (Smiling): That's one of your strengths, you know. 

Me: What? 

Therapist: Your sense of humor. It still comes through, even with all of the 

psychic storms. Don't lose that. 
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Scene Two 

Characters: 

Therapist 

Me 

Barbara Curran-mother 

Bob Curran-father 

Setting: The same office 

Time: The following day 

Therapist: I'm glad you came this evening, Mr. and Mrs. Curran. 

Barbara (smiling at me): Ifwe can help our son, we will. 

Therapist: Russ? 

Me: Uh, yeah. Something happened to me a long time ago. 

Barbara: You know you can tell us anything. 

She smiles at me, and I shift uncomfortably in my chair. I could have used their help 

about two decades ago. 

Me: (Taking a deep breath) D sexually abused me when I was around five years old. 

A long, heavy silence falls over the room. 

Barb: Why didn't you tell us? 

I looks at the therapist. 

Therapist: What would you have done if he had told you? 
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Bob: There would have been some sore behinds, I can tell you that. 

Behinds . .. as in plural? Maybe I was right not to tell them. 

Therapist: So, she would have been punished? 

Bob: You're damned right. 

Therapist: And what about Russ? 

Both parents glance at me. 

Barb: Why didn't you tell us? 

Me: I couldn't. 

Bob: Why didn't you just say no? 

I briefly glance at the therapist, and then down to my lap. 

Therapist: Your son was five years old, Mr. Curran. His sister was much older, he was 

not capable at that age of saying no to an authority figure. 

Barb: Of course, of course. His father and I will do anything in our power to help him 

through this. 

Me: They'll change their minds. Soon any talk of the abuse will be off limits. 
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MY GREAT GRANDMOTHER MINNIE 

Did it happen in his office, or at a hospital? I imagine you were 

terrified, 

only fifteen, 

and raped by an authority figure. 

Did he pretend to be your friend? Or did he take what he wanted? 

Did you fight, or were you too frightened? 

What was sex like for the rest of your life? 

Did you have sex again? 

Was the secret a heavy stone 

that sunk your spirit? 

Or did you float above it, 
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refusing to acknowledge that it even happened? 

I wish I could talk to you. 

I wish we could hold each other 

and heal these scorched psyches ... 

Do you think healing is possible? 
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TAKE TWO 

9 November 1989 

Where were you when the Berlin Wall fell? 

I was back on the psych ward, returned to that black moment. 

The days filled with familiarity . . . group therapy 

Craft sessions ... sewing pillows with pithy sayings 

LIFE IS HAPPENING FOR YOU, NOT TO YOU 

REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL AND WHOLE AND 

THAT YOU CAN TRUST YOUR PROCESS 

Whatever my process was, it did not fucking feel beautiful and whole-and life 

was definitely happening TO me. After twenty-seven years I knew damned well it wasn't 

FOR me. 

Still, there was TV after dinner on the unlocked ward. I even got to watch a 

hockey game late one night ... 

. . . and he gets the puck out of there! Laughter from the uninitiated-

wondering ifl was having symptoms because I didn't immediately laugh. 
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I met my next girlfriend, Mary, a fellow patient, married but separated, with long 

dark hair with a smattering of freckles across her nose-that's what got me, I'm a sucker 

for freckles and red hair. We smiled at each other. After dinner, we were chosen to put up 

the Christmas decorations ... 

My eyes continually returned to her ass as she stretched up to tape the streamers 

on the walls-suddenly I was awake in a way I hadn't been for. . . months .. . 

I told her about a program at Madison Center the next day, and a few weeks later I 

was journaling at a table when I looked up to see her being led into the area, smiling at 

me. 

It only lasted a few months. Looking back, I suppose we were two wounded souls 

trying to find comfort in each other, in not having to explain our pain to our partners, and 

all the other emotional difficulty that comes with a relationship where one has been 

abused and the other hasn't. Our problem was that as much as we needed each other, we 

were constantly pushing each other away, uncomfortable with the closeness that we both 

craved. We watched Blackhawk hockey games together, her for the players, me for the 

actual game-her hockey crushes was one of ways she pushed me away. But she was 

very sweet, and I remember her fondly to this day. 

The lesson I learned was that I was rather attractive to women in psych wards, 

getting a nurse's phone number the first time around, and then an actual girlfriend the 

second time. Maybe I should have gone one more time- I could be married now . .. 
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ALONE and AWKWARD 

September 41h, 1977. First day of my freshman year at Clay Middle School. My 

mom had brought me because I missed the bus. High school didn't start until sophomore 

year. I went inside and promptly got lost. The secretary kindly pointed me to my first 

period class. 

I walked down a hall that seemed much too dark for a sunny morning in early 

September, and arrived outside the door of the room. I knew no one in this school. The 

family had just moved from the River Park area to State Line Road that August. I took a 

deep breath and walked in the door. 

Everyone looked at me. The kids. The Teacher. They just looked. Feeling an 

immense heat rising to my face I walked to the last row and sat down. No one spoke to 

me, not even the teacher. I must be in the wrong room, I thought, now panicking at being 

the center of attention. Some of the kids were starting to smile at me. Not in a nice way. 

I got up and walked past everyone and back out into the hallway. 

I walked about fifty feet back towards the office when I heard the door open. 

"Excuse me." 

I turned towards the voice. It was the teacher. 

"What class do you have?" 

"History," I said so softly that I knew she hadn't heard me. "History," I repeated, 

this time audibly. 
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"This is the right room," she said, holding out her hand for me to reenter the class. 

What was wrong with this teacher? She just stands there and lets me make an ass out of 

myself without saying a word? 

I walked back to the room, by this time feeling like an alien from outer space. 

Was I even on the right planet? I went back into the room and returned to the same desk 

I'd just vacated. I heard snickering, and kids looking at each other, grinning at my 

embarrassment at arriving, leaving, and arriving again without a single word spoken. The 

teacher introduced me, and time and the class spun on as it always does. 

It was in this room that I had my first panic attack a few weeks later, and told the 

teacher that I was sick. On that day, my mom picked me up and I went home and listened 

to KISS all afternoon, losing myself in becoming Gene Simmons. 

If ever there was a moment in my life that crystallizes my inner discomfort with 

the world around me, I believe this is the one. That near suffocating feeling that not only 

was I alone, but that even when there were people around that were supposed help you 

feel comfortable, like a teacher, I could not expect to be helped. They were just another 

layer of thorns keeping me from the safety of solitude. The safety of my masks. 
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THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINES 

I wasn't even out of high school yet when the notion of being tougher than my 

father got locked in my head. 

I signed before I graduated. 

I spent six weeks in San Diego, Camp Pendleton. 

It was one long panic attack 

broken by moments of shame and sickness. 

I never finished boot camp. I lasted six weeks out of the twelve. I had a bad back, 

and when I told them they thought I was just trying to get out of the Marines. 

I was. I also had a bad back, though it didn't hurt as badly as I told 

them. 

I was vindicated when I got back home, the doctor said I had two cracked 

vertebrae on either side of my spinal column. 

When they decided to let me go, I began three weeks of waiting for my discharge 

papers to be signed. Happiness! Right? No, something happened 

during those three weeks that will haunt me for the rest of my life, and of which I have 

never spoken a word to anyone. 
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I was in what was what called Transit Company, a group of recruits waiting to be 

discharged. We were in the barracks; the drill instructor had left an African-American kid 

in charge of making sure we remained silent. I was reading the San Diego newspaper and 

saw a humorous comic and nudged the guy next to me and showed it to him-a nice 

respite from the fear and terror that I had been living under since I arrived. 

A voice called out in my direction and I looked up. It was the kid left in charge. 

Only now he had his friends sitting around him at the table-striking poses of male 

dominance and utter cool. They called me up to the table. Why I got up and went over I 

still cannot comprehend, even if he was in charge, but I did. I also have no memory of 

how I suddenly had a paper dunce cap and a single chair waiting for me. I sat down and 

put the thing on my head. 

I don't remember how long I sat there. I think it was just a few minutes until the 

drill instructor walked in and returned things to order. 

Today, I'm not sure who should be the most embarrassed about this moment. 

Obviously, if I were in the same circumstances today I would simply tell them to go to 

hell, but a dunce cap? Whose idea was that? We're all supposed to be bad ass Marines 

and some kid is trying to figure out how to make a dunce cap, AND THEN MAKES 

ONE! Was this the Marines or Kindergarten? 

Eventually the discharge papers were signed, and I went home-after they told 

me I was going to be a failure if I left. 

When I got home I slept for days. 
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HAUNTED HOUSES 

All the houses I grew up in were haunted. 

Haunted by anger, sexual abuse, and an unholy tension. 

The house on Pleasant Street, where I lived from birth to eight years old, was 

where the sexual abuse itself took place. Today when I drive past it I look up to the 

second-floor window on the right side facing the street. That was my bedroom. It was 

also where the event took place. I once stopped and asked the people who lived there-

the same family that had bought it from us if I could go inside and look around. Of 

course they said no, they didn't know me from the man on the moon, so why would they? 

Still, to this day it has an aura of dread, of violence. 

The house on Bellevue A venue was where we lived from when I was eight to 

fifteen years old. The sexual abuse had stopped, at least as far as I remember, but my 

sister had become my bully. Her bedroom was in the basement, and one day when I was 

going down to play I turned the comer to find her standing there, waiting for me. She 

punched me in the stomach, hard. During winter she never got tired of holding my face in 

the snow, ducking my head under water in our pool. 

My friends rarely came to my house, and we were the house on the block with a 

large above-ground pool in the backyard. We always met at Mike's house down the 

block. They had a bigger porch, which is why I thought we met up there, but one week 

when I was around thirteen or fourteen I did an experiment. I stayed on my porch, and 
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did not go down to Mike's. I wanted to see ifmy friends would come to me. They could 

see me outside, but they didn't come down. 

We still went to school together, and played there at recess and lunch, and they 

would call me to come over to their houses after school and on the weekends, but it 

always seemed like they were avoiding my house. 

I think that's when I started to realize that something must be wrong with our 

house, or perhaps even the family. But I didn't want to think about it; maybe it was 

something that frightened me too much. As if there might be answers to the strangeness 

of my family, and that knowing those answers would be worse than the questions. It 

wasn't until I was much older that I realized that my house was the haunted house of 

Bellevue A venue. 

On my fifteenth birthday, we moved to a house on State Line Road, just across 

from Michigan. I lived there until I was twenty seven years old. It was in this house that I 

pursued my dream of playing pro football, it was in this house that I had my first panic 

attack my freshman year at Clay Middle School, it was in this house that I remembered 

the sexual abuse, and it was in this house that I had my first breakdown. 

For twelve years the second floor of this house had three bedrooms. 

I had one, my brother, Randy, had one, 

and the woman who abused us both had the other. 

Already my need for being alone was beginning to manifest itself. 
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In the eighties, my brother and I started watching (and laughing hysterically at) 

Hulk Hogan and the rest of the WWF. But strangely, we never watched it together. 

Randy would watch in his room, and I would watch in my room, and during commercial 

breaks one ofus would go to the other's room and we would laugh and joke about what 

just happened. But never did either one of us suggest watching it together. 

Today, we do the same thing, except now it's over the phone, and it's about the 

Cubs, or Bears or whoever were watching. Yet, still, we never suggest going to the 

other's house and watching together. Even when the Cubs finally won the series, we 

watched alone, and talked over the phone. I think it's one of the sadder things about my 

life, that I can be so close to my brother and still not want to spend physical time together 

during moments when we could be celebrating. We see each other on the holidays, and 

he's the go to guy in the family when a vehicle breaks down, so I see him, but even living 

only two miles or so from each other, most of our relationship is still over the phone. 

Our sister was rarely seen, but heard, unfortunately, when she sang along with 

Olivia Newton John songs. Actually, it sounded more like strangled birds warbling. She 

even attempted to move to Nashville to start a country music career ... if only you 

could've seen my brother and me laughing over that one. She never made it, coming back 

home a few hours after she took off in her car. 

Perhaps she had some anxiety problems of her own. I remember being pissed off 

when I heard her car pull back into the driveway. I thought I had finally gotten rid of her. 
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ANCHORITE DREAMS 

"You live inside your mind too much." 

Ex-girlfriend 

"You need more human contact." 

Mother 

"We live, as we dream-alone." 

Joseph Conrad 

Heart ofDarkness 
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A Conversation with PTSD 

Just get off the fucking bed, get in the car and go! Just go! Once you're there 

you'll feel better, you know that. 

I can't. 

You have to. Everyone has to. 

I can't. I can't. 

What is wrong with you? Everyone gets up and goes to work--every day of 

their lives. 

I'd rather be dead-no pain, no shame ... nothing at all. 

You have to. 

No, I can't. I'll just kill myself-it will be easier on 

everyone. 

No. You've come too far for that. 

Maybe . 

. . . alright, you don't have to go. 

The heart slows. 

Relief. 
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AT WORK TODAY 

I currently work for Indiana University South Bend as a writing tutor for 

freshmen. The majority of the students that come in are freshmen taking their 

introduction to writing classes. Some are confident, some not so much, but on one of my 

first days this fall semester a freshmen girl came in with her first attempt at a college 

paper. 

The first words out of her mouth were that the paper was terrible, and that it was 

worthless. I read through the two pages that she had and found the usual mistakes that 

freshmen make on their first paper, verb tense issues, sentence fragments, but nothing 

that warranted the terrible and worthless statement that she had greeted me with. 

I told her that it wasn't that bad, that it was just going to take time to learn how to 

write a college paper, that you don't start a child out with algebra problems in math, and 

this was no different. And then she said something that truly astounded me. She said that 

she was panicking while writing it, and said that the paper-and herself-were worthless. 

I waited until she made eye contact, and told her in no uncertain terms that this 

paper had absolutely nothing to do with her worth as a human being. 

It was like hearing my own voice when I was her age, feeling worthless because I 

wasn't good enough at football, or writing, or anything else ... and it touched me deeply. 

This poor child thought she was worthless because she didn't write a great first draft of 

her first college paper. I wanted to give her a tight hug, something to let her know that 

she was a precious human being and nothing she ever did would change that, but 

obviously I couldn't do that. 
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Yet, even today I will catch myself saying that I'm not worthy to do my job, or to 

write the novel I'm working on, or even of having the friends I've made at work. Of 

course, these feelings go straight back to the abuse. Your unworthiness is inherent in 

someone deciding they can do anything they want to you, whenever they want to do it. 

And when you're feeling that unworthiness, every other thing that happens to you-good 

or bad, somehow becomes proof of that unworthiness. If I was worth something my dad 

would have supported me instead of always picking on me and making it clear that I 

wasn't good enough, tough enough, smart enough to be his son. If I was worth something 

I wouldn't have felt so awkward around everyone, especially other kids-I would have 

been confident, had pride, but those things were impossible. And most importantly, if I 

was worth something, I would have said no to my sister, or fought her, and it would not 

have happened in the first place. 

To rise above these feelings you have to learn how to separate yourself enough to 

stand back and look at your feelings, almost from a stranger's point of view, and 

challenge those old beliefs. Why don't I deserve friends? What evidence is there that 

people won't like me? I've always had friends-even though in my darker moments I 

didn't believe they really were my friends-people have even fallen in love with me. And 

I was five years old, I had no vocabulary or sense of self to say no, and I was taught from 

birth that hitting a girl was wrong ... and my sister was a girl. 

Slowly, painfully slowly, I began to see that my sense of unworthiness was self-

imposed. I was the one that had been telling myself that I was unworthy, not anyone else. 

Standing back even further, and with enough time, I even came to realize that my father's 

emotional distance from his son had more to do with his brokenness than my own. 
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I don't know what happened to this young girl to make her think of herself like 

that, but I hope that it wasn't too devastating. And I hope that she heard me when I told 

her that her school work had nothing to do with her worth as a human being. She did 

smile and laugh when I told her that her worth was more than a school paper, and said "I 

guess so," in that late teenage sing-song voice. So maybe, just maybe, I helped her see 

herself in a better light. 
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Sexual Echoes 

Sexual partners have been few and far between ... four in all in my fifty-four years 

on the planet. 

I was twenty-three the first time with a girl named Kathie, and luckily it was with 

someone I deeply, deeply loved. Unfortunately, it was like an out-of-body experience-I 

was wearing a condom and couldn't feel a thing. 

Soon after it was wonderful-the best period of my sex life, we liked the 

same things, and so we grew together sexually and emotionally, we loved old movies and 

snowstorms, and fell deeper in love over long distance phone calls and visits. 

It was also before I remembered what my sister had done. 

Unfortunately it was a long-distance relationship-Kathie in Phoenix and then 

Tucson, and I in South Bend. I tried to move out there twice but both times my panic 

attacks became too much, and I couldn't find a good enough job to support myself. 

By the end I had remembered the abuse, and my need for her as my sole comfort 

against the memories became monstrous in its own right, and so it turned into a jealousy-

filled, obsessional relationship that was bad for both of us. I ran up a $600 phone bill one 

month, and couldn't stand the idea of her having fun with someone else. There were 
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points when I couldn't get close enough, like I wanted to crawl inside of her, or even 

become her. .. as if she had become another mask ... 

After her, sex became a love-hate thing, I wanted it almost as much as it made me 

uncomfortable afterwards. I only truly loved two other women, and they both had sexual 

abuse in their backgrounds as well, so the sex was hesitant, and lacked passion. 

My relationship with my daughter's mother was a mixture of best friends and raw 

sexual attraction. But after the sex was over I just wanted her to leave so I could have a 

sandwich and pretend it never happened. 

I told her of my childhood, and she said she understood- still, it wasn't fair to 

her. We tried to remain friends, but in the end, even that was impossible. 

It's been at least a decade since my last sexual encounter, but I don't miss it all 

that much. It stirred up too many emotions, too much pain for it to have ever been truly 

healthy for me or my partners. 

It is my sister that left me so broken sexually, and there are times my rage 

becomes murderous. She destroyed any hope of healthy relationships, the ability to make 

close friendships- all of it stems from the abuse. 

I've lived alone since I was twenty-six years old, and I cannot ever picture myself 

in another relationship. The loneliness is sometimes overwhelming, but the fear of 
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another broken heart, of trying to share things with someone else, keeps me from even 

wanting to meet other people. 

My daughter, Caelynn, and brother Randy, who was also abused by the same 

sister, are my closest relationships; and friends in school in the last few years last for a 

semester or two, but not much longer except on Facebook. 

My social life is laundry at my folks house ever few weeks and weekly lunch 

dates with Caelynn. 
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CHILDHOOD 

What did you do as a child 
that created timelessness, 
that made you forget time? 

There lies the myth to live by. 

Joseph Campbell 

The smell of Cracker Jacks on my sister Sharon's breath when helping me with 

math homework. 

Playing flashlight tag on summer nights with my best friends up and down 

Bellevue A venue and the surrounding streets. 

My first love, Julie D, living down the street. 

Starsky and Hutch. The Mod Squad. Emergency. The Gong Show. 

Pretending to be Abraham Lincoln and chopping down the tree in my front yard 

(my aluminum bat was the axe). 

Sledding down the hill at the back of Memorial Park with my friends, and 

showing off for Julie by pretending to slip and fall in the snow ... but she always knew I 

was just showing off. 
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Pro football books and magazines for birthdays and Christmas. 

Endless summers and long winters of street hockey and sledding, and coming 

inside only when our moms called us at dark. 

The heavenly smell of fresh cut summer grass. 

Getting a new football jersey and wearing it for weeks at a time without a break. 

Watching from my bedroom window and waiting for Julie to come riding down 

the street on her bike, and then running downstairs and outside and acting like I just 

happened to be walking out the door as she reached my house. 

The 1973 Notre Dame football championship, the team I still think of when 

someone says Notre Dame football. 

The terribly important decision as to whether to leave my Baltimore Colts helmet 

the way it was, or spray paint it gold like Notre Dame's (I painted it, and regretted not 

having my Johnny U helmet). 

Julie's bright red hair. . . I still dream of her, and when I see her she is always the 

most beautiful thing I have ever seen. 
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UNMASKED 

I really didn't know how this was going to end. Most of the same demons remain, 

emptiness, rage, PTSD, mood swings and the bi-polar disease; but a surprising thing 

happened while I was writing this memoir. In writing about my masks, I discovered that I 

was beginning to no longer need them. In their place was a new found self-confidence, 

and I found myself wondered what had happened? 

And then I realized that it was the writing of this memoir that had happened to 

me. I had always thought about writing this, wanted to write this, but I never had the guts 

to put it down on paper, and now I have done it. I slew a dragon that had been dragging 

me under for most of my adult life: shame. 

Seeing it all in black and white showed me that it really wasn't my fault. I'd heard 

it thousands of times of course, but this was me telling me that it wasn't my fault. And 

that made a world of difference. 

Of course, this new view of myself didn't come with just this revelation. It came 

with years and years of suffering. A willingness to suffer, even. I believe that this is what 

it takes for survivors of this kind of violence to get past it. The Rusty Curran had to suffer 

all of that battering and pounding to become The Russ Curran. They could not exist 

simultaneously, one had to die so the other could go on. 

The Rusty Curran that lies beneath those icy waters of survival will always be 

remembered and cherished, that beloved hulk that refused to sink until it was time for it 

to sink. Perhaps this memoir is its last hurrah, its final victory. 
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All survivors of sexual abuse are intimate with suffering and pain, it can even 

become like a second skin, something to define ourselves by. For most of my life I 

thought of myself as Frankenstein's monster-D being Dr. Frankenstein, my creator. But 

what I've learned while writing this is that that suffering is as much about healing as it is 

about punishment. Only it takes reaching a certain marker on the journey to realize that. 

If someone would have told me that I was healing when I was cutting myself, or 

dreaming of suicide, I would have belted them in the mouth. But they would have been 

right just the same. 

Surviving sexual abuse takes a strength that our abusers can only dream about, it 

takes endurance, it takes a willingness to hurt and not give up-though every one of us 

probably wants to more than we would even admit to ourselves. 

But the other shore-and there is another shore that is reachable. You just have to 

keep sailing, even as your own Rusty Curran takes on water and seems about to go down 

beneath those icy waves, keep trusting it, and yourself. This is no small thing, I know, 

and I can't believe I'm even saying it, but there really is no other way. 

Perhaps most important of all, you have to laugh. Laugh at the absurdities in life, 

laugh with friends and family ...just laugh. I was in a childhood sexual abuse group just 

for men years ago, and the secretary outside that room was always astonished that so 

much laughter could come out of a group of sexual abuse survivors. Laugher replenishes 

the soul and soothes the mind. It's hard to laugh and hurt at the same time, so choose 

laughter as much as you possibly can. 
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And so, the masks are off-still used on occasion, of course-but packed away 

for the most part, having done their own significant part in my survival. And I go on, 

working a part-time job at Indiana University South Bend as an English tutor and 

struggling with my current novel. 

I go on. 

We all go on, the best we can. 
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	5raft 7ssay for 
	TKH Bhy WKh WDlg'm TKHkH 
	TKH Bhy WKh WDlg'm TKHkH. It was begun in the fall semester of .... in the class 5reative Gonfiction. This is the story of the childhood sexual abuse that happened to me when B was around five years old. Fy older sister was the person who abused me. The vision that B had last spring when B began this work was filled with old photos. artwork. and even something tactilely different than the normal book. but there is not much of that first vision that remains today. Slowly. over time. decisions were made. some
	The first decision was whether to include photos and artwork in my thesis. B did have a few photos in my first draft. and while B liked them. B wondered if they were adding to the power of the story. or somehow distracting from the story. Bmages can be so powerful.they can speak to us in ways that words on papers cannot- on the other hand. they are. in the end. frozen moments in time. They cannot capture the elusiveness of time. or capture those memories that dance just out of reach as tiny fragments as the
	The first decision was whether to include photos and artwork in my thesis. B did have a few photos in my first draft. and while B liked them. B wondered if they were adding to the power of the story. or somehow distracting from the story. Bmages can be so powerful.they can speak to us in ways that words on papers cannot- on the other hand. they are. in the end. frozen moments in time. They cannot capture the elusiveness of time. or capture those memories that dance just out of reach as tiny fragments as the
	"Iointing at Things." in )Dfbey RHlHfGeDgHH: Ag AgmKhehJy DgG (viehkDmbhg hI8 +yGkbG /bmHkDky *HgkHl, Tung.hui.:u writes about writing photographically. using the word indice. or after.effect. "It is the berry cobbler stain on a shirt worn at the office. or the haze of smoke after a quenched fire. These clues point backwards in time. and connect us. however tenuously. to an original agent or moment ... "( ...). This idea points directly to my two sections. "The 5reation." and the "The 7vent." These are the 

	:aving made the decision to forego the photographs. my next decision was how B wanted the words to look on the page. 6id B want straight prose. like most memoirs. or poetry1 3fter several drafts what came naturally was a mixture of both. 8rom the beginning B knew that B did not want this to look like an ordinary. 4alzacian.style novel. B wanted to work with a lot of empty space and different modes of writing. B wanted sections of poetry. plays. metaphors. and fantasy. and even pages with only several words 
	on the page
	. 

	myth and poetry as a device to get at deeper truths. We know from this sentence that it is not the literal truth. but that it is truth as it was burned into the consciousness of Sikelianos. That is exactly what B was trying to achieve in my project. 3 mixture of literal truths punctuated by truth told in mythical and poetic terms. such as in "The Ioetry of 5hildhood." 
	B also had to think about the order B wanted to tell my story in. B knew from the beginning that B did not want to tell my story in 4alzacian form.in other words. straight prose with a beginning. middle and nicely wrapped up denouement. The first thing B wrote was "Summer ..." a section about my first depression. something that didn't necessarily have anything to do with the sexual abuse. Bt connected to the abuse. but not to the event itself. 4y moving back and forth in time B saw that B could better portr
	B also had to think about the order B wanted to tell my story in. B knew from the beginning that B did not want to tell my story in 4alzacian form.in other words. straight prose with a beginning. middle and nicely wrapped up denouement. The first thing B wrote was "Summer ..." a section about my first depression. something that didn't necessarily have anything to do with the sexual abuse. Bt connected to the abuse. but not to the event itself. 4y moving back and forth in time B saw that B could better portr
	bewilderment that B wanted the readers to feel. which is the confusion due to recovered 

	memories. 
	3nother reason to write in a non.linear fashion is the inherent drama that comes with jumping back and forth in time. It keeps the reader in suspense. Bn an excerpt from 9regory Hrr's TKH BeHllbgJ, from )Dfbey RHlHfGeDgHH, Hrr moves from the traumatic experience of shooting his older brother. Ieter. to the next section that begins with "B don't know how adult minds arrive at meanings. B don't know what they need. or how they figure things out. 4ut here are two stories about children and how they think" (...
	3nother major piece of this story. perhaps the major piece. is the mask motif. B used masks as a child. becoming other people for long periods of time. and B continue to use masks. though to a lesser degree. The necessity of the masks can be seen in the title of the work. TKH Bhy WKh WDlg'm TKHkH. 5learly. B was physically present in the world when B was a boy. but the question is. how much was B there psychologically1 8or much of the time the answer was not much. because B was always pretending to be someo
	3nother major piece of this story. perhaps the major piece. is the mask motif. B used masks as a child. becoming other people for long periods of time. and B continue to use masks. though to a lesser degree. The necessity of the masks can be seen in the title of the work. TKH Bhy WKh WDlg'm TKHkH. 5learly. B was physically present in the world when B was a boy. but the question is. how much was B there psychologically1 8or much of the time the answer was not much. because B was always pretending to be someo
	3nother major piece of this story. perhaps the major piece. is the mask motif. B used masks as a child. becoming other people for long periods of time. and B continue to use masks. though to a lesser degree. The necessity of the masks can be seen in the title of the work. TKH Bhy WKh WDlg'm TKHkH. 5learly. B was physically present in the world when B was a boy. but the question is. how much was B there psychologically1 8or much of the time the answer was not much. because B was always pretending to be someo
	shadows. Fy advisor suggested the masks speaking for themselves. and that suggestion led to what B believe are some of the strongest sections in the work. :aving them speak. not only for themselves. but also for me. adds depth to the idea of just how strong these masks were. Bn a different form. but essentially the same technique. Eance Hlsen uses different voices a retelling of 8ranz Dafka's TKH 0HmDfhkiKhlbl, in his work. Dgvbhsl ieHDlskHl. In this work. Hlsen retells the story from the point of view of t

	from their point of view B believe B added another view of my struggles. B am not sure B 

	could have portrayed this in such a powerful way in any other form. 
	3nother way B depicted this "otherness" was the use of The Rusty 5urran as a metaphor for the broken child that died along the way. 3nd in the end it acted as a sort of lodestone that B returned to throughout the work. 3fter beginning with the philosophical question of The Rusty 5urran and The Russ 5urran. B return to this metaphor of The Rusty 5urran being lost at sea in the poems "The 8orm of 7mptiness" and "The Ioetry of 5hildhood". In "The Ioetry of5hildhood." B used two double stanzas from two differen
	3nother way B depicted this "otherness" was the use of The Rusty 5urran as a metaphor for the broken child that died along the way. 3nd in the end it acted as a sort of lodestone that B returned to throughout the work. 3fter beginning with the philosophical question of The Rusty 5urran and The Russ 5urran. B return to this metaphor of The Rusty 5urran being lost at sea in the poems "The 8orm of 7mptiness" and "The Ioetry of 5hildhood". In "The Ioetry of5hildhood." B used two double stanzas from two differen
	line at the beginning ofthe work. "The Rusty 5urran is a doomed. frozen wreck at the bottom ofan icy sea ... ". turns The Rusty 5urran into an object of glory at the end. We now see The Rusty 5urran as an icon of sacrifice. a tragic hero that voluntarily travels the road that leads to its own death. so the new self can live on and flourish. 

	Very late into this process B had something of an epiphany on what was missing in my thesis. 3 sense of humor. If you asked my friends and the family members B talk to about my personality. the first thing they would talk about would be my sense of humor. Bn a meeting with my advisor. we realized that there was absolutely no sense of humor in this work. Ifthis thesis were a song. it would be dirge. That is how bleak it was. Therefore. late in the process B added the humorous sections. 3dding humorous sectio
	Very late into this process B had something of an epiphany on what was missing in my thesis. 3 sense of humor. If you asked my friends and the family members B talk to about my personality. the first thing they would talk about would be my sense of humor. Bn a meeting with my advisor. we realized that there was absolutely no sense of humor in this work. Ifthis thesis were a song. it would be dirge. That is how bleak it was. Therefore. late in the process B added the humorous sections. 3dding humorous sectio
	overcoming the abuse in the end. It was also important not only for a little levity. but because humor had a great deal to do with my healing process. 

	The writing of this thesis was a journey unto itself. 8rom the decision to attempt to write this story.which B'd been thinking of. and fearing to do. for so many years. to all of the drafts and rewrites. it has been an amazing period of my writing life. one that B would not have missed for the world. 
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	@ philosophical question of metaphysics-If. have a wooden boat named Fhe Dusty Burran+ dismantle it completely+ and then put it back together in a different form+ say from a sailboat to a schooner+ using the exact same wood and name it the Duss Burran,is it the same boat> 
	Fhe Dusty Burran is a doomed+ frozen wreck at the bottom of an icy sea --- long live Fhe Dusty Burran- 
	EG00(D84 
	Fhe song "Burple Dain" on an endless+ parent,maddening+ loop- )ull volume- 
	Iorking nearly full,time at the 0cConald.s on 933- 0y life.s solitary moment of being the cool one everyone looked up to- . was twenty,two working with high school kids-
	3ight drives all over the surrounding area+ trying to figure out why . felt as if the world was dying all around me while . chased the dream of playing pro football- . ran and walked miles upon miles to escape the sense of intense grief that had settled within me+ though . had no idea of what . was grieving for- 
	. wrote my first poem- . burned candles because the lights were too garish+ as if . were being interrogated by my own mind- . wrote short stories+ complete with crying clowns committing suicide- 
	. was twenty,two years old+ hopelessly in love+ and chasing the dreams of childhood with utter desperation+ fighting to attain the dying dream of being a professional football player- 
	. had spent most of my life playing the game- . played in every league+ practiced every single day; in the rain+ in the snow and bitter cold+ in the humid summer heat of the 0idwest+ running until my feet bled into my white socks+ until fainting+ until exhaustion- . poured my life and soul into every forty,yard sprint+ every long distance mile+ into 
	. had spent most of my life playing the game- . played in every league+ practiced every single day; in the rain+ in the snow and bitter cold+ in the humid summer heat of the 0idwest+ running until my feet bled into my white socks+ until fainting+ until exhaustion- . poured my life and soul into every forty,yard sprint+ every long distance mile+ into 
	every single pass pattern+ and weight lifted+ into every thought of the game . loved and lived for- -- 

	@nd watched it die- 
	@ Blay in Fwo @cts 
	Bast of Bharacters Duss Burran: Fwenty,two,year old son- 
	Eetting: @ small+ cramped bedroom- 
	Fime: Eummer 1984- 
	Ecene 4ne: 
	Duss paces back and forth+ the room so small that it takes one step in each direction to reach the stand next to his bed+ and then two more back to the large dresser next to the door- Fhe song "Burple Dain" floods the room- +e is on the verge of tears+ and holding his breath to keep them from falling- Beriodically he sits down on the frameless mattress and holds his head in his hands+ rocking back and forth- 
	(nd Ecene 
	Ecene Fwo: 
	Bast of Bharacters 
	Duss Burran,Fwenty,two year old son Aarbara Burran,mother,forty,nine,years old Aob Burran,father,)ifty,two,years old 
	Eetting: @ mid,sized living room- Duss.s mother is standing in the kitchen doorway+ his father standing in the middle of the room- Duss comes running down the steps and starts for the front door- @ thunderstorm is flashing and rumbling outside- 
	Aob: .Etepping in front of the front door-( Sou are not going back out there in that storm- Duss: .Eeverely agitated-( *et out of my way+ Cad+ . have to get out of here-Aarbara: .@ slight look of guilt on her face-( Duss+ you know we love you- Aob: Sou can talk to us- Duss: .Bointing at his mother-( . went to you when . first got depressed and you said you didn.t want to hear about your kid.s problems! Aarbara: .*uilt blossoms-( . don t remember saying that! 
	.Aob looks at his wife+ and then back at his son-( 
	Duss: ..m fine -
	.Duss pushes past his father and stalks out the door .stage left(+ and out into the storm-( 
	(nd Ecene 
	F+( BD(@F.43 .
	F+( BD(@F.43 .

	Fhe man that writes these words was .created .
	in a small room on the upper floor of our house at .2226 Bleasant Etreet- .Fhat five,year,old child was broken+ bound and born in a .bloodless violence- .
	F+( (H(3F 
	. have no memory of entering my room with C+ or what happened immediately afterwards- . remember the suffocating heat+ like a blast furnace,and shadows grasping and clutching at the room+ my toys and balls hiding somewhere in that smothering darkness- C was whispering .hissing>(+ amplifying the silence and the feeling that what she was doing was wrong .and that she knew it(- Aut it did not stop her- . don.t know how long . was in that dark+ breathless void- .t seems to me now as a brief+ timeless+ eternal b
	.t would be another two decades before that moment would return to me- 
	/4EF A4SE .
	I wDs sh DehgD. 
	. know you were- ..m very sorry- 
	Yhu EhrJht fD. 
	3ot on purpose- . had to forget to survive- 
	It whueG KDvD GDDg GDttDr ifyhu'G eDt us GbD. 
	. thought so too+ for a very long time- Aut now . can write this book- 
	WKy? Nh hgD HDrDs. 
	Fhere are others who went through the same thing we did,maybe this book can help other people- 
	WKy GbG sKD Gh bt? 
	. wish . knew- 
	Asd KDr. 
	. can.t talk to her about it+ .- -- there is too much rage- . would have killed her- ..ve cut her out of my life- 
	Yhu sKhueG KDvD dbeeDG KDr. 
	..ve thought about it- 4ften- 
	Dhg 't EhrJDt fD DJDbg. 
	3ever-
	F+( ).DEF 0@E.E 
	/ohnny Gnitas dropping back to pass and then throwing the ball down the field+ /ohn 0ackey running down the field and the ball drops into his hands as he.s tackled, unless he dodges the tacklers and runs for a touchdown- 
	Cick Autkus crouching menacingly across from Gnitas+ snarling+ a bristling monster of intensity and rage- Fhe offense runs a sweep to the far side of the field and Autkus stalks along the line+ waiting for the moment- Fhe offensive line parts and Autkus slashes through and hits the ball carrier+ raking over him with a violence rare even for the 3)/+ and then stands over the runner+ pointing a finger at him in warning: the next time they give you the ball the same pain will land on your shoulders- Autkus sta
	Ifmy family had looked out the window while this intense action was taking place they would have seen a boy+ anywhere from the age of five to fifteen years old+ flinging himself onto the ground+ throwing the ball into the air and running under it and catching it+ and then putting the football on the ground and standing across from it+ snarling at it- ..m sure they probably laughed+ or shook their heads at the sight of me-
	Aut to me+ it was very serious- Fhis was the time when . got to be someone other than Dusty Burran- Fhis was the time . was in control of everything+ . was free from my sister.s and father.s control and expectations- 
	In a way+ even as . was being Cick Autkus and /ohnny Gnitas+ . was never more Dusty Burran then when pretending to be other people- Ihich leaves the question: can we really escape ourselves> 
	In a way+ even as . was being Cick Autkus and /ohnny Gnitas+ . was never more Dusty Burran then when pretending to be other people- Ihich leaves the question: can we really escape ourselves> 
	Aatman-

	Fhor-
	Epiderman-
	Fhe +ulk- 
	.ronman-
	/ohn +enry- 
	@braham /incoln- 
	Cick Autkus- 
	/ohnny Gnitas- 
	0ike Burtis- 
	Ialter Bayton- 
	/im Faylor- 
	Aobby 4rr- 
	Ferry 4.Deilly- 
	*ene Eimmons- 
	Brince-
	@rnold Echwarzenegger- 
	Bharles Cickens- 
	)yodor Costoevsky- 
	(dgar @llan Boe- 
	/eo Folstoy- 
	0@E.E J 1000 .
	/udwig van Aeethoven- )riedrich 3ietzsche- Hincent Han *ogh- (dvard 0unch- 0ichelangelo-@uguste Dodin- 0arcel Broust- (ddy 0erckx- 
	F+( B4(FDS 4) B+./C+44C .
	. want to sleep the sleep of that child .Iho wanted to cut his heart out on the sea- .0y body+ shadowed violet+ dead on the bank+ .Ias an archangel of cold-.Fhe Dusty Burran drifting back out to sea- .
	).DEF /4H(E & E34IEF4D0E 
	(arly 1970.s- 0emorial Bark- /ulie C.s-big white house with dark green trim sitting just on the other side of the alley from our sledding hill- Bhristmas Hacation- 
	0e+ my best friend+ 0ike+ his brothers Arian and Fony+ my next door neighbor+ 0ark+ and my little brother+ Dandy+ were all gathered at our sledding hill at the back of 0emorial Bark- @ fresh snow had fallen overnight- 
	0y sled was a piece of bright red plastic with a small handle on one end+ and when . wasn.t lying on top of it+ it rolled up like a broken window shade in about two seconds- *etting it to lay flat so . could ride it was like doing long division+ frustrating and usually wrong+ with the sled rolled up and twenty to thirty feet away from me by the time . got to the bottom- 
	Ie were yelling and bellowing at each other like most ten and eleven,year,old boys do as we took our turns flying down the hill ---and then . turned and saw /ulie C walking through her backyard on the other side of the alley and towards me- 
	/ulie C- was my dream of female perfection- Ehort- Elightly bucked,teeth- Aright red hair- )reckles- @ quick smile- Fhe smartest girl in our class- 
	3eedless to say+ her long division was done spectacularly- . found it very hard to look away from her- It was equally hard to look at her without feeling as if . were a breath away from somehow being possessed by her- 
	"Dusty! Ihat are you doing+ doofus>" 0ike yelled at me- 
	"3othing+" . yell back+ my face suddenly hot as /ulie C- grins at me+ knowing . was standing there simply because she was standing there- . sprint for the hill+ desperately struggling with my plastic piece,of,crap sled+ and dive head first down the hill- -- two seconds later my sled is tightly rolled and 
	skittering down the hill ten feet to my 
	right+ while . tumble away towards 
	the dip at the 
	bottom of the hill- -- 
	@irborne--- legs slowly rising above my tucked head until . was upside down and looking back up towards the top of the hill,still soaring---until my upper back finally crashed back to earth with a teeth,rattling thud+ and . to continue to slide for another twenty feet to the bottom- 
	/ulie C-was waiting at the top+ smiling- "Iow- Fhat was a good one-" 
	"Fhanks- Fhink how good it would have been ifl.d have had a sled with me-" 
	Ehe laughed- . was never prouder than when . made /ulie laugh- 
	. wish . could have held that moment+ remained frozen in time+ just me and my first love on a cold snowy day in 3orthern .ndiana --- 
	Foday+ that hill is tree,covered+ and you can barely find the spot where we went down at all- Aut /ulie C.s house still stands just a block from where . now sit and write these words- It is still white+ with green trim- 
	Burran 27 Eometimes . feel like . dreamed that little girl into existence --- a lonely boy searching for love- 
	(
	JB(BF@F.43E 

	4ne day when . was around eleven or twelve . was surrounded by my comic books+ reading on the couch- 0y father walked in from work and looked at me- "Sou need to get your head in the real world+" he grumbled at me as he walked through the living room and into the kitchen- Fhose comics of Fhor+ and Fhe +ulk+ and Epiderman were more my real world than reality ever was- 
	"Ihat.s wrong with being Dusty Burran>" 0om asked me once- 
	If. had an answer+ it might have been+ 
	"Aecause he is Dusty Burran-" 
	Ihen . was ten my Cad and . were play,fighting in the kitchen- +e grew up watching /oe /ouis+ while . was watching 0uhammad @li+ and so when he started swatting my head over and over while . was trying to dance around the kitchen . laughed and told him he fought like a wild man- +e stopped cold+ staring at me as if he wanted to kill me- +e stuck his huge finger in my face and said+ "@nytime you want to go out to the garage and see who the last man standing is+ you say the word"- 4ur friendly play was over- 
	. was ten- +e was forty- 
	@nother time+ following the last freshman football game,in which . played little,. went home and played football by myself in the dirt in the backyard- Ihen . went inside he growled that . should be putting that energy into practices- +e still didn.t understand- . got a bigger rush+ more enjoyment from playing by myself than . ever would playing organized football for school- 
	. could be anyone . wanted- .. didn.t have to be .
	F+( 0(04DS .
	Epring- 1988- 
	@n ancient+ peeling+ orange basketball rim on an old twisted tree- 
	. played so much basketball that summer that the inside of my middle knuckles became lacerated and stained the basketball with bloody+ magenta polka dots- 
	)ree throws as meditation- Eeventy,three in a row was my record- 
	Fhe hovering face of my sister blossoms in front of me-
	.issing her- +eat- Ehame- 
	Fhe bloody ball bounces across the driveway+ unnoticed- 
	@ memory> 0y body suddenly hot+ and not from shooting baskets- Euffocation like a wool blanket on my face- . step away+ but the image clings to me- 
	Ihat was it> Bhildhood curiosity was out; that kind of thing had happened with my friends in the neighborhood+ playing doctor+ and "..ll show you mine+ if you show me yours" sort of thing+ but it never made me feel---shameful- Iell+ it did+ just because we knew we weren.t supposed to do stuff like that+ but it never made me feel this shame- 
	+ow long had . been standing in the driveway> @ couple of seconds> 
	0onths> 
	Sears> 
	0aybe ..d been standing there since it happened when . was a child+ only now returning to corporeal form twenty,one years after the event,returning from some 
	spectral world reserved for those faceless children that suffer from trauma too severe for them to endure> But how does someone forget something like this> Ias it what . think it was> Bould it be anything else> 3o- It was exactly what it was- . felt myself being cut away from the world by a single memory- @ single event- . took off sprinting down the street- . ran for miles- 
	E+@FF(D(C EF@*(E .
	@t the ages of five or six we are just becoming aware that we have volition all our own- Ie say "Ses+ . can" to life- Bonfidence and self,worth are growing as fast as our bodies-
	@s . began to feel this confidence+ my sister demanded that . kiss her entire body+ and yelled at me if . did it wrong+ telling me in the most physical and cutting way+ "3o+ you can.t"- 
	Ehe never said this aloud+ but the abuse itself showed me that . wasn.t worth anything-If..d mattered+ she would have respected me+ she would have loved me- .nstead she told me that . was powerless in the world+ . was worthless+ weak and ugly+ that . had no home+ that the kids at school that say they.re my friends+ Bary 0-+ 0ike .-+ @ntonio B-+ were lying ---why would anyone pick me as a friend> @nd most of all+ . was powerless to change any of it-
	. believed it- @nd there are days when . still believe it- 
	F+( )4D0 4) (0BF.3(EE .
	. sit here+ rocking+ gently rocking+ .the rain falling into the gray sea+ .the waves lapping hollowly at the boat- .3othing ever happens here+ .nothing ever grows+ .as . sit here+ rocking+ gently rocking+ .watching the rain fall into the sea- .
	A/44C.(C D(/@F.H(E 
	A/44C.(C D(/@F.H(E 

	Ihere does this poison come from> Fhis desire to take and destroy simply because C wants to> .s it in the genes> Coes it travel all the way back to our .rish and )rench bloodlines> 
	(vil handed down from generation to generation+ a family tree+ poisonous and rotted-
	Ihy> Ihy did my sister do this to me> Cid she think it was okay> Cid she think . wanted to do it> Cid she want power> Ehe was the youngest of four girls before . came along; maybe this was her way of getting to the top of the totem pole ---
	4r perhaps she was abused herself- . heard that a lot in therapy through the years+ that they had to learn it somewhere+ but . don.t care if she was- . was abused+ and . haven.t laid a finger on any child or person in my life- 
	0y mother and some of the family went looking for their ancestors- Fhey found the Aergerons all the way back from the 1800.s- (ventually they got to my mother.s name+ @llen- +er proudest possession was a photograph of a group of @llens from so far back we didn.t even know who they were- 
	Fhen they found out something that backed up my theory of tainted bloodlines- .
	0y grandfather+ Dussel @llen+ was adopted by a man named @lbert @llen when he married my great grandmother+ 0innie- Eo my grandfather was an @llen in name only- +e never spoke of it to anyone- 3either did his mother- @lbert @llen was 0innie.s third husband+ and her first non,abusive husband- 
	Fhere was good reason for their silence- 
	Dussel @llen.s biological father was a Coctor Barr+ who raped 0innie when she was only fifteen years old- 
	EFD...3* A4FF40 
	/ate Iinter 1988 
	. was twenty,six,years old and working the third shift at Henture department store when . first cut myself- .t was five,thirty in the morning+ still dark+ and . was suffering a full,blown panic attack- Fhis was a few months after . had quit my job at 0cConalds in 1987- Fhe memory of the sexual abuse was still a little less than a year away+ but the depression continued to drag me down- 
	Fhe psychic pain of a severe anxiety attack cannot be easily described,suffice it to say that . dgDw my death was imminent- Fhe light+ the feel of the florescent lighting in the warehouse,like store was sickening+ and as . stood there at the back of the store among the hardware tools . knew that . had to end it right there+ or crumble to the ground+ never to rise again- 
	Fo this day ..m not sure what made me take my dull box cutter blade and drag it across my right upper arm+ or even how it came into my head- It seems absurd that someone would ever think of doing such a thing- Aut it worked- .mmediately after cutting myself the sense of panic began to dissipate- . didn.t feel good again+ but the feelings of death and terror began to slip away enough for me to continue working through my shift- . went and got some toilet paper from the bathroom and wrapped it around the cut+
	. told no one- . smiled when someone passed by and made a clever remark about working in the wee hours of the morning+ and most of the time . even gave a reply- Aut 
	. told no one- . smiled when someone passed by and made a clever remark about working in the wee hours of the morning+ and most of the time . even gave a reply- Aut 
	the deadness and shame . felt were as strong as the feelings of panic that had been the reason ..d cut myself in the first place- 

	. went home and slept ten straight hours- Ihen . got up . made two phone calls- 4ne to Henture to quit my job; the other to 0adison Benter .the mental health center at the time( to ask to see someone- 
	. didn.t know what to think of what happened later in the day+ and so . chose to pretend it never happened- /ater that afternoon . was running my fifty yard sprints in the street in front of the house+ followed by a trip to Cave.s *ym for weight training- )ootball was my only hope- @s it had always been- Aut the dream was now beginning to slip away- 
	(xcept the cutting continued to happen- 4ften- It still happens today+ but very rarely+ when the bi,polar and BFEC hits and ..m in danger of falling incoherent to the ground- Fhe act of cutting is a visual display of inner pain- Ihen ..m in the middle of a panic attack it is invisible to others+ but when . bleed people can see that . am in great pain- @nd when . see the blood+ . recover the moment- Curing a panic attack on the scale that BFEC brings your mind is living in the past+ present+ and future all a
	Alood refocuses the mind- Bhysical pain refocuses the mind- 
	@nd in those frantic moments+ blood and pain,,,even self,induced,is a gift- Curing that time in my life+ blood was my favorite color- 
	B+@E.3* )44FA@// 
	0y name is Cick Autkus- 
	. am one of the masks of Dusty Burran- 
	3obody wanted to be a pro football player more than Dusty- +is first twenty,six, years of life were consumed by that chase to the point of losing himself in the process- 
	Fhe part of him that was drawn to me was the little boy who held a rage within him that he was too frightened to even acknowledge+ let alone express- 
	Ihen he watched me playing with the Bhicago Aears he saw someone reveling in that physical rage+ and more importantly+ . was applauded for it+ people loved me for it- 
	Fo this day when he watches clips of me he imagines himself hitting his sister the way . hit ball carriers- 
	Aetween the ages of 18 to 28 Dusty poured his mind and soul into his dream of being the next Cick Autkus ---and . think he lost his mind somewhere in those dreams- +e did manage to make it to a few combine tryouts+ which is when several teams show up to see the local talent- Fhe Bleveland Arowns of the 3)/ was at one of them+ and the Bhicago Alitz of the now defunct I)/ was another- 
	Fhere were moments at night while lying in bed when he would want it so damned bad he would start to cry- 
	+e worked out in sub,zero temperatures and thick+ humid summer days- 
	@t his peak+ he could leg press over 1000 pounds+ and deadlift 325+ while running seven minute miles over distances of ten miles and more- 
	Gnfortunately+ his parents didn.t have the type of genes to hand down to him- +e was 5.11+ and had to work hard to get to 190lbs- (ven worse+ his best time in the forty, yard dash was 4-9 seconds: fast for most+ way too slow in the 3)/ of the 1980.s- 
	+e would have been an @ll,Bro wide receiver in the 50s and 60s+ when the game was played by normal men instead of genetic freaks- +e was a man out of time-
	Aut fate had other plans for him- 
	B40B/.B@F.43E 4) @3 (/(0(3F@DS EB+44/ D40@3B( 
	B40B/.B@F.43E 4) @3 (/(0(3F@DS EB+44/ D40@3B( 

	.t.s a )riday afternoon in between classes at Fhomas /efferson (lementary gth *rade+ and there is a dance that night+ not for the school+ but for my Eunday school class- .t was at some building on 0c.inley @ venue+ but . couldn.t remember the exact address- Fhe only other person in school who would be going was Aarbara I-+ who was in the same Eunday school class as me+ so at some point . needed to ask her the address- Ehe was a friend of /ulie C-+ but . only knew her from being in some of the same classes,a
	Echool-..m in 

	. tum to find her in the throng of students+ and find her walking towards me- .t.s a shock- Ehe doesn.t hate me+ but she doesn.t like acknowledging my existence either- Euddenly+ she is standing before me- 
	"+i+" . say- 
	Ehe sighs+ exasperated at the very idea of talking to me- Aarbara was always the drama queen in our class+ her life a soap opera+ only no one else knew the script,and if you strayed from said script you received a very dramatic sigh- 0y friends and . used to joke that the only thing missing was the back of her hand placed on her forehead+ Ecarlet 0 +ara,style-
	".s the dance at seven+ or seven,thirty>" she says- 
	"Eeven+" . answer+ and before . can ask her the address she.s turned and disappeared back into the throng- 
	.t was my tum to sigh; she couldn.t have waited one lousy second> 3ow . had to go back to her- . could already hear the snickering from friends standing nearby, apparently the word dance was heard- Faking a deep breath+ . walk over to her locker- 
	Ehe immediately rolls her eyes at the very sight of me-
	"Ihat was the address> . know the street+ but not the numbers-" 
	@nother colossal sigh before telling me the address+ but this time my friend+ Bary 0- overhears- Frouble-
	..m talking to friends in class before the start ofthe next period when Bary comes skidding into the room- 
	"Dusty! Aarbara said she wants to go to bed with you!" 
	3ow+ mind you+ . don.t think any ofus at the time even knew what going to bed with someone meant+ but . said+ a tad too excitedly+ "Ehe did>" "4hhhhh!" went up like a chorus- . tried again- "Ehe did not-" . said+ my voice much lower and calmer- .t didn.t 
	help; the class was buzzing with the idea of Aarbara I- wanting to go to bed with me- . think . knew even then that she.d probably said it in exasperation+ just to get Bary to leave her alone- Etill+ the idea of a girl liking me was in itself something of a miracle in my mind- 
	(ventually the teacher came in and brought the teasing to a halt- .t was the last class of the week+ and we were thrilled that our teacher had given us a film to watch+ and even left us to ourselves- 
	Aarbara was sitting next to me in the front row+ furthest from the door- 4utside the door was a set of stairs descending towards the room- . looked over past Aarbara to see the immortal /ulie C-walking+ gazelle,like+ down the stairs- 
	Ehe smiled and waved- . smiled and waved- 
	"Etop staring at me!" Aarbara says- 
	. say+ ". wasn.t staring at you+ . was waving to /ulie!" 
	@ntonio B-+ several rows back+ says "@lllriiigght Dusty!",as ifl were suddenly beating the girls off with a stick- "4h shut up+" . say+ turning to look back at him+ and the whole room laughs at Aarbara.s and my embarrassment- 
	. still laugh out loud when . think of this moment- Aut the surprise when told that Aarbara might like me was genuine: through it all+ there is the nagging belief that . am unattractive and unlovable- . have learned over the long years of recovery that the power of sexual abuse is how it can destroy someone.s self,perception+ and how they can become blind to what is clear evidence around them- 
	. was shocked that Aarbara I-might like me+ and yet at the same time+ only minutes later+ . was waving to /ulie C-+ who . knew had always liked me- 4ther girls as well through elementary school had had crushes on me at times+ and yet despite all of this evidence of my actual attractiveness and likability+ the feelings from the sexual abuse over,ride all evidence to the contrary- Eome of that power lies in the abuse+ but in my own case+ some of it comes from the fact that . was five years old when it happene
	. was shocked that Aarbara I-might like me+ and yet at the same time+ only minutes later+ . was waving to /ulie C-+ who . knew had always liked me- 4ther girls as well through elementary school had had crushes on me at times+ and yet despite all of this evidence of my actual attractiveness and likability+ the feelings from the sexual abuse over,ride all evidence to the contrary- Eome of that power lies in the abuse+ but in my own case+ some of it comes from the fact that . was five years old when it happene
	critical stage at the age of five or six that we discover our worth+ our strengths+ and yes+ attractiveness to others- 0y sister cut that stage short for me+ and in eighth grade . was still deeply immersed in what my sister had told me about my appeal to the opposite sex- 

	A/44C.(C D(/@F.H(E .. 
	A/44C.(C D(/@F.H(E .. 

	Fhere were rumors that my grandfather was half @frican,@merican+ .he was very dark,skinned(+ and that his father was a man named D-B- +amilton- 
	@ stranger called+ someone from @lbert @llen.s side of the family that we didn.t know-
	@nd finally+ the other shoe dropped ---+amilton was not his father+ but the man Cr- Barr+ her rapist+ suggested she marry- Ihat did my grandfather know> Cid he know he was a child of rape> Cid he even know he was adopted> +is life,long silence hides the truth-
	+is mother could keep a secret- 
	Fhe family found all of this out when my mother was sent a 1904 article about 0innie suing for divorce from +amilton in the Fri,Bity (vening paper in Cow Bity+ .owa- Ehe was raped by Cr- I- C. Barr in 1900 at the age of fifteen-0y grandfather+ Dussel @llen+ was born from this rape- 
	3othing happened to Cr- Barr+ just like nothing happened to my sister after she abused me- 
	Fhe actual event+ the circumstances+ the details+ that 0innie suffered remain unknown to all but her and Cr- Barr+ both long since dead- 
	@ccording to the testimony of 0innie+ Cr- Barr told her to marry a black man named D-B- +amilton+ a man who was about to have his leg amputated and expected to die+ that way she could give her child a last name .apparently Barr wasn.t an option(- Aut he lived+ and physically abused my great grandmother for the next four years- 
	@ccording to the family records and genealogies+ 0innie.s next husband+ Bharles Fitus+ was abusive and ended up in the penitentiary+ but with her last two husbands she finally found good men- @lbert @llen adopted my grandfather+ and after he died she married a man named /ohn Dhinesmith+ by all accounts a very sweet man- 
	0innie never spoke of it to anyone- .Ihat my grandfather knew+ if anything+ remains a mystery- .
	B@D//(/ I4D/CE 
	.t never happened- 
	. didn.t do anything wrong- 
	.t didn.t mean anything,none of it did- 
	.t was just childhood curiosity- 
	. just wanted to know what a penis looked like- 
	.t was never about hurting him- 
	. just wanted to see what it was like- 
	. never hurt him- 
	+is entire life has been a disaster+ and he blames me for it- 
	3ow he.s trying to cut me out of the family- 
	B4//@BE( .
	26 /uly 1988 
	Fhe woman told me that my dinner was on the table whenever . was ready to come out- 
	Ehe took my shoe strings with her- 
	Euicide watch,every fifteen minutes a nurse came by to make sure . hadn.t hung myself with someone.s shoe strings- 
	. sobbed harder when the nurse left my room than . ever had+ or have+ in my life- 
	+ow did . 
	. was twenty,six+ . was supposed to be in the middle of a +all of )ame football career- -- not staring at my string,less shoes in the looney bin- 
	Aut . knew there would be no pro football 
	Fhe love of my life had fallen in love with another 
	@nd memories of my sister.s abuse ---
	Nine days. Locked in the psych ward with people that appeared unplugged, sometimes deranged ... and I knew I was right where I belonged. 
	I did have a nurse give me her number. Go figure. I assume she had a thing for saving hopeless people. Strangely enough, it wouldn't be the last time I found romance on a psych ward. 
	MADNESS 
	"A totally naked Nietzsche was leaping and whirling around in a dance of Dionysian frenzy. Night, the dark night of madness he had so long feared, and finally descended on Friedrich Nietzsche ..."(551). 
	Friedrich Nietzsche 
	bCurtis Cat
	y 
	e 

	I was perhaps his darkest mask. When he was angry at the world, I was there. When he was disgusted with human beings, I was there. And when he feared going finally and irrevocably mad, I was there. 
	But perhaps the deepest connection was the sense of loneliness and isolation. I once wrote that "At the age of seven-I already knew that no human word would ever reach me ... "(Chowers, 211). When Russ read that it was like a clarion call to his soul. It was a cry from his hidden world, a world that he always did his best to disguise when around others, utterly alone inside, no matter how he appeared on the outside. 
	And very soon after he recalled his abuse, and had spent time in the hospital after his breakdown, he read something else I wrote about myself. "I emerge from a hundred abysses no gaze dares penetrate. I have lived on ice-I have been burned by a hundred snows."(UK). For all of our obvious differences, Russ believed that we were twin souls, each of us struggling to find a way to live in a world that seemed to have no place for us. 
	He found photographs of me online and began a picture file of me, before and after my break, but what fascinates him is those taken in the asylum, with my eyes crossed and face buried beneath my legendary mustache. He stared at those photos as if he could somehow see the madness itself behind my eyes, and believed that the answers he was looking for were there. 
	I'm not sure he ever found them. 
	FOOTBALL CONFESSIONS 
	Looking back, I'm glad I didn't make pro football. My personality doesn't fit the hyper-competitive world of professional athletes. I should have been in the marching band. Those were my people, fun, artistic, nerdy ... hell, I could have been their King. 
	Yet, I was so terrified of being weak, of my father, of life, that I clung to the masks of Dick Butkus and Johnny Unitas, of Batman and Thor. I tortured myself to make myself tough. Ifsomeone told me I couldn't do it, I would throw myself into that task with fierce abandon. 
	I am still that way. Only now I aim that need for physical suffering to my cycling, my current obsession. 
	So why the obsession with playing pro football? My favorite explanation is that instead of stuffed bears and dogs, my father had placed a regulation sized football and helmet in my crib when I was about two months old. 
	Subtlety was never his strong point. 
	But the real reason went unrealized until recently. Football glory, Dick Butkus, Johnny Unitas-all of them were simply my original masks. The masks that were hardest for me to let go of, even when it became incredibly obvious that that the dream of 
	But the real reason went unrealized until recently. Football glory, Dick Butkus, Johnny Unitas-all of them were simply my original masks. The masks that were hardest for me to let go of, even when it became incredibly obvious that that the dream of 
	playing pro football was about as realistic as my more recent dreams (delusions?) of being Charles Dickens, or Fyodor Dostoevsky. 

	In the end, football was just another way to escape reality. An escape from the reality of being Rusty (and later Russ) Curran, frightened of life itself, and slowly becoming a madman. 
	I wanted so much ... 
	I wanted to be great at something. The only way I was going to be worth anything was to be the very best at something ... 
	and knowing that is never going to happen is an agony. 
	SECRETS UNVEILE
	D 

	Apparently, the both sides of the family are well-skilled on the subject of secrets. 
	My grandfather is a child of rape. My grandmother, his wife, told me she and her sisters were sexually molested by her two older brothers when coming out of the shower, one of them being my Godfather, Uncle Russ. 
	Family rumor has it that my father exposed himself to a woman when we lived on Pleasant Street. My grandmother, my mom's mom, told me that my father flirted with her after he and mom got married. And my oldest sister took the twins into the closet and pretended to be the boy, and my sister D sexually abused both me and my little brother. 
	The sexual abuse stopped with us. At least on our parts. 
	A HARD-FAVORED RAGE 
	"Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood, Disguise fair nature with hard-favored rage." 
	King Henry V 
	Shakespear
	e 

	Two large, circular indentations in the ceiling of my room when I lived at homeA hole in the wall where the doorknob hitA two-foot high break in the wall in my bedroomThree deck chairs destroyedTwo coffee tables demolishedTwo footstools and countless tape players smashed against walls
	. 
	. 
	. 
	. 
	. 
	. 

	It is like a blood tide rushing up behind my eyesA rage born of impotence against the worldagainst a crime unpunishedagainst a life not asked for
	, 
	, 
	, 
	. 

	But it never rises before people, or when it is called forIt rises when alone
	. 
	. 

	For a bad call in a hockey gamewhen a politician lies, and no one will call them on itwhen news of animals and children abused come on televisionor when neighborhood fireworks start in the sprinand last past midnight
	, 
	, 
	, 
	g 
	. 

	Rage against past eventstimes when I should have spoken up, but didn'twhen bullies bullied, and I did nothingwhen I was insulted, and said nothing ..and the rage comes spilling out against memory
	, 
	, 
	, 
	. 
	. 

	But you can't destroy a memoryno matter how high the rage bums
	, 
	. 

	A BROKEN MIND 
	Therapist One-1987 pre-breakdown 
	It's depression. Here are some meds, they'll make you feel better. 
	Therapist Two-1988 post-breakdown 
	You have Borderline Personality Disorder and panic attacks. You learned skills when a boy to survive but they no longer work. Here is some intensive therapy three days a week. And we'll change your meds, they'll make you feel better. 
	Doctor One-1990's 
	You have Dysthymia, it's a constant low-grade depression and an anxiety disorder. We'll change your medication, they'll make you feel better. 
	Doctor Two---Present 
	You have Bi-polar disorder, obsessive/compulsive disorder, and PTSD. It's often misdiagnosed because of the prolonged lows, but this fits everything. When you're in mid-obsession those are your highs, and the emptiness in between are your lows. The 
	panic attacks are PTSD due to the trauma of the sexual assault when you were a boy. Th
	e 

	Curran 57 medication Lamictal should even out your highs and lows, and these others are for depression and PTSD. Don't worry, they'll make you feel better. 
	LOSING HIMSEL"You have been the last dream of my soul.Charles Dicken
	F 
	" 
	s 

	My name is Charles Dickens. 
	In the winter of 1992, Russ read Oliver Twist. I was the one within whom Russ almost lost himself. The first night he started reading Oliver Twist he realized that he was a novelist, not a short story writer. 
	He read a biography by Peter Ackroyd in the following weeks, and my hook was deep. He wept when I died at the end of the book. 
	We shared a love of darkness, mysteries and murders, legends and dark fables. 
	We felt the same emptiness and restlessness, always looking for something to make us feel whole, to sooth the storms that raged within us ...and naked ambition. And we dealt with the same way-we walked. I once rose in the night and walked from London to my home in Kent, about thirty miles, because of my restlessness. Russ rose from a sleep-deprived bed at one o'clock in the morning and went for a five mile run. 
	Childhood trauma shaped our lives. I was forced to work in a blacking factory when I was ten or eleven, and worked there over a year while my father and the rest of 
	my family lived in the Marshalsea Prison for debt. You know his trauma ..
	. 

	The reason that he spent the next decade trying to absorb me into himself was that my reaction, and the life it led to, was how he fervently wished he had reacted. 
	He was frightened of people being angry with him, and not being loved, while I lashed out and demanded love from those around me, and he chose to see this as strength. 
	He chose the life of a recluse, while I gazed into the bowels of Vesuvius and fought for the rights of the poor. 
	I am one of the greatest writers in the English language, while he 
	He grew the same beard as my own and started wearing plaid vests. When family pictures were taken he adopted postures that he'd seen me take in photos ... he hunted photos of me online for hours, and then days. 
	He took photos of me from books, had them enlarged to 1 lx18, and then covered his walls with my image. He did the same with other masks, but never, before or after, did he do it with such desperation. We were so much alike-after he grew his beard, some people mentioned that we even looked alike; and we had the connection that all survivors of childhood trauma feel with other survivors. Soon he was telling his friends that he thought we were the same spirit, reincarnated. 
	He gave a friend that was going to spend a semester in London three-hundre
	d 

	dollars and asked her to buy as much as possible concerning my life. 
	For ten years 
	The St. Joe River became the Thames ..The fields of St. Patrick's Park became the fields and marshes of Kent, EnglandAnd at nighDowntown South Bend, Indiana, became nineteenth century London, England ..
	. 
	, 
	t 
	. 

	THE FIRST TELL A play in two acts 
	CharactersTherapisM
	: 
	t 
	e 

	Place: A therapist's office within the psych wardAugust 30, 1988 Four days in
	. 
	. 

	Scene One 
	Therapist: Do you want to tell your parentsMe: I don't knowTherapist: They already know something is going on, don't you thinkMe (Shrugging): Well, since I'm sitting here on the psych ward, yes, they'v
	? 
	. 
	? 
	e 

	probably guessed something was up. Therapist (Smiling): That's one of your strengths, you know. Me: What? Therapist: Your sense of humor. It still comes through, even with all of the 
	psychic storms. Don't lose that
	. 

	Scene Two 
	CharactersTherapisMBarbara Curran-motheBob Curran-fathe
	: 
	t 
	e 
	r 
	r 

	Setting: The same office 
	Time: The following day 
	Therapist: I'm glad you came this evening, Mr. and Mrs. Curran. 
	Barbara (smiling at me): Ifwe can help our son, we will. 
	Therapist: Russ? 
	Me: Uh, yeah. Something happened to me a long time ago. 
	Barbara: You know you can tell us anything. 
	She smiles at me, and I shift uncomfortably in my chair. I could have used their help 
	about two decades ago. 
	Me: (Taking a deep breath) D sexually abused me when I was around five years old. 
	A long, heavy silence falls over the room. 
	Barb: Why didn't you tell us? 
	I looks at the therapist. 
	Therapist: What would you have done if he had told you? 
	Bob: There would have been some sore behinds, I can tell you that. 
	Behinds ... as in plural? Maybe I was right not to tell them. 
	Therapist: So, she would have been punished? 
	Bob: You're damned right. 
	Therapist: And what about Russ? 
	Both parents glance at me. 
	Barb: Why didn't you tell us? 
	Me: I couldn't. 
	Bob: Why didn't you just say no? 
	I briefly glance at the therapist, and then down to my lap. 
	Therapist: Your son was five years old, Mr. Curran. His sister was much older, he was 
	not capable at that age of saying no to an authority figure. 
	Barb: Of course, of course. His father and I will do anything in our power to help him 
	through this. 
	Me: They'll change their minds. Soon any talk of the abuse will be off limits. 
	MY GREAT GRANDMOTHER MINNI
	E 

	Did it happen in his office, or at a hospital? 
	Did it happen in his office, or at a hospital? 
	Did it happen in his office, or at a hospital? 
	I imagine you were 

	terrified, 
	terrified, 

	only fifteen, 
	only fifteen, 

	and raped by an authority figure. 
	and raped by an authority figure. 

	Did he pretend to be your friend? 
	Did he pretend to be your friend? 
	Or did he take what he wanted? 

	Did you fight, or were you too frightened? 
	Did you fight, or were you too frightened? 

	What was sex like for the rest of your life? 
	What was sex like for the rest of your life? 

	Did you have sex again? 
	Did you have sex again? 

	Was the secret a heavy stone 
	Was the secret a heavy stone 

	TR
	that sunk your spirit? 

	Or did you float above it, 
	Or did you float above it, 


	refusing to acknowledge that it even happened? I wish I could talk to you. 
	I wish we could hold each other 
	and heal these scorched psyches ... 
	Do you think healing is possible? 
	TAKE TWO 
	9 November 1989 
	Where were you when the Berlin Wall fellI was back on the psych ward, returned to that black moment
	? 
	. 

	The days filled with familiarity ... group therapy Craft sessions ... sewing pillows with pithy sayings 
	LIFE IS HAPPENING FOR YOU, NOT TO YOU REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL AND WHOLE AND THAT YOU CAN TRUST YOUR PROCESS 
	Whatever my process was, it did not fucking feel beautiful and whole-and life was definitely happening TO me. After twenty-seven years I knew damned well it wasn't FOR me. 
	Still, there was TV after dinner on the unlocked ward. I even got to watch a hockey game late one night ... 
	. . . and he gets the puck out ofthere! Laughter from the uninitiated-
	wondering ifl was having symptoms because I didn't immediately laugh
	. 

	I met my next girlfriend, Mary, a fellow patient, married but separated, with long dark hair with a smattering of freckles across her nose-that's what got me, I'm a sucker for freckles and red hair. We smiled at each other. After dinner, we were chosen to put up the Christmas decorations ... 
	My eyes continually returned to her ass as she stretched up to tape the streamers on the walls-suddenly I was awake in a way I hadn't been for. .. months ... 
	I told her about a program at Madison Center the next day, and a few weeks later I was journaling at a table when I looked up to see her being led into the area, smiling at me. 
	It only lasted a few months. Looking back, I suppose we were two wounded souls trying to find comfort in each other, in not having to explain our pain to our partners, and all the other emotional difficulty that comes with a relationship where one has been abused and the other hasn't. Our problem was that as much as we needed each other, we were constantly pushing each other away, uncomfortable with the closeness that we both craved. We watched Blackhawk hockey games together, her for the players, me for th
	The lesson I learned was that I was rather attractive to women in psych wards, getting a nurse's phone number the first time around, and then an actual girlfriend the second time. Maybe I should have gone one more time-I could be married now ... 
	ALONE and AWKWARD 
	h, 1977. First day of my freshman year at Clay Middle School. My mom had brought me because I missed the bus. High school didn't start until sophomore year. I went inside and promptly got lost. The secretary kindly pointed me to my first period class. 
	September 4
	1

	I walked down a hall that seemed much too dark for a sunny morning in early September, and arrived outside the door of the room. I knew no one in this school. The family had just moved from the River Park area to State Line Road that August. I took a deep breath and walked in the door. 
	Everyone looked at me. The kids. The Teacher. They just looked. Feeling an immense heat rising to my face I walked to the last row and sat down. No one spoke to me, not even the teacher. I must be in the wrong room, I thought, now panicking at being the center of attention. Some of the kids were starting to smile at me. Not in a nice way. 
	I got up and walked past everyone and back out into the hallway. 
	I walked about fifty feet back towards the office when I heard the door open. 
	"Excuse me." 
	I turned towards the voice. It was the teacher. 
	"What class do you have?" 
	"History," I said so softly that I knew she hadn't heard me. "History," I repeated, this time audibly. 
	"This is the right room," she said, holding out her hand for me to reenter the class. What was wrong with this teacher? She just stands there and lets me make an ass out of myself without saying a word? 
	I walked back to the room, by this time feeling like an alien from outer space. Was I even on the right planet? I went back into the room and returned to the same desk I'd just vacated. I heard snickering, and kids looking at each other, grinning at my embarrassment at arriving, leaving, and arriving again without a single word spoken. The teacher introduced me, and time and the class spun on as it always does. 
	It was in this room that I had my first panic attack a few weeks later, and told the teacher that I was sick. On that day, my mom picked me up and I went home and listened to KISS all afternoon, losing myself in becoming Gene Simmons. 
	Ifever there was a moment in my life that crystallizes my inner discomfort with the world around me, I believe this is the one. That near suffocating feeling that not only was I alone, but that even when there were people around that were supposed help you feel comfortable, like a teacher, I could not expect to be helped. They were just another layer of thorns keeping me from the safety of solitude. The safety of my masks. 
	THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINES 
	I wasn't even out of high school yet when the notion of being tougher than my father got locked in my head. I signed before I graduated. I spent six weeks in San Diego, Camp Pendleton. It was one long panic attack broken by moments of shame and sickness. 
	I never finished boot camp. I lasted six weeks out of the twelve. I had a bad back, and when I told them they thought I was just trying to get out of the Marines. I was. I also had a bad back, though it didn't hurt as badly as I told them. I was vindicated when I got back home, the doctor said I had two cracked vertebrae on either side of my spinal column. 
	When they decided to let me go, I began three weeks of waiting for my discharge papers to be signed. Happiness! Right? No, something happened during those three weeks that will haunt me for the rest of my life, and of which I have never spoken a word to anyone. 
	I was in what was what called Transit Company, a group of recruits waiting to be discharged. We were in the barracks; the drill instructor had left an African-American kid in charge of making sure we remained silent. I was reading the San Diego newspaper and saw a humorous comic and nudged the guy next to me and showed it to him-a nice respite from the fear and terror that I had been living under since I arrived. 
	A voice called out in my direction and I looked up. It was the kid left in charge. Only now he had his friends sitting around him at the table-striking poses of male dominance and utter cool. They called me up to the table. Why I got up and went over I still cannot comprehend, even if he was in charge, but I did. I also have no memory of how I suddenly had a paper dunce cap and a single chair waiting for me. I sat down and put the thing on my head. 
	I don't remember how long I sat there. I think it was just a few minutes until the drill instructor walked in and returned things to order. 
	Today, I'm not sure who should be the most embarrassed about this moment. Obviously, if I were in the same circumstances today I would simply tell them to go to hell, but a dunce cap? Whose idea was that? We're all supposed to be bad ass Marines and some kid is trying to figure out how to make a dunce cap, AND THEN MAKES ONE! Was this the Marines or Kindergarten? 
	Eventually the discharge papers were signed, and I went home-after they told me I was going to be a failure if I left. 
	When I got home I slept for days. 
	HAUNTED HOUSES 
	All the houses I grew up in were haunted. 
	Haunted by anger, sexual abuse, and an unholy tension. 
	The house on Pleasant Street, where I lived from birth to eight years old, was where the sexual abuse itself took place. Today when I drive past it I look up to the second-floor window on the right side facing the street. That was my bedroom. It was also where the event took place. I once stopped and asked the people who lived there-the same family that had bought it from us if I could go inside and look around. Of course they said no, they didn't know me from the man on the moon, so why would they? 
	Still, to this day it has an aura of dread, of violence. 
	The house on Bellevue A venue was where we lived from when I was eight to fifteen years old. The sexual abuse had stopped, at least as far as I remember, but my sister had become my bully. Her bedroom was in the basement, and one day when I was going down to play I turned the comer to find her standing there, waiting for me. She punched me in the stomach, hard. During winter she never got tired of holding my face in the snow, ducking my head under water in our pool. 
	My friends rarely came to my house, and we were the house on the block with a large above-ground pool in the backyard. We always met at Mike's house down the block. They had a bigger porch, which is why I thought we met up there, but one week when I was around thirteen or fourteen I did an experiment. I stayed on my porch, and 
	My friends rarely came to my house, and we were the house on the block with a large above-ground pool in the backyard. We always met at Mike's house down the block. They had a bigger porch, which is why I thought we met up there, but one week when I was around thirteen or fourteen I did an experiment. I stayed on my porch, and 
	did not go down to Mike's. I wanted to see ifmy friends would come to me. They could see me outside, but they didn't come down. 

	We still went to school together, and played there at recess and lunch, and they would call me to come over to their houses after school and on the weekends, but it always seemed like they were avoiding my house. 
	I think that's when I started to realize that something must be wrong with our house, or perhaps even the family. But I didn't want to think about it; maybe it was something that frightened me too much. As if there might be answers to the strangeness of my family, and that knowing those answers would be worse than the questions. It wasn't until I was much older that I realized that my house was the haunted house of Bellevue A venue. 
	On my fifteenth birthday, we moved to a house on State Line Road, just across from Michigan. I lived there until I was twenty seven years old. It was in this house that I pursued my dream of playing pro football, it was in this house that I had my first panic attack my freshman year at Clay Middle School, it was in this house that I remembered the sexual abuse, and it was in this house that I had my first breakdown. 
	For twelve years the second floor of this house had three bedrooms. I had one, my brother, Randy, had one, and the woman who abused us both had the other. 
	Already my need for being alone was beginning to manifest itself
	. 

	In the eighties, my brother and I started watching (and laughing hysterically at) Hulk Hogan and the rest of the WWF. But strangely, we never watched it together. Randy would watch in his room, and I would watch in my room, and during commercial breaks one ofus would go to the other's room and we would laugh and joke about what just happened. But never did either one of us suggest watching it together. 
	Today, we do the same thing, except now it's over the phone, and it's about the Cubs, or Bears or whoever were watching. Yet, still, we never suggest going to the other's house and watching together. Even when the Cubs finally won the series, we watched alone, and talked over the phone. I think it's one ofthe sadder things about my life, that I can be so close to my brother and still not want to spend physical time together during moments when we could be celebrating. We see each other on the holidays, and 
	Our sister was rarely seen, but heard, unfortunately, when she sang along with Olivia Newton John songs. Actually, it sounded more like strangled birds warbling. She even attempted to move to Nashville to start a country music career ... ifonly you could've seen my brother and me laughing over that one. She never made it, coming back home a few hours after she took off in her car. 
	Perhaps she had some anxiety problems of her own. I remember being pissed off when I heard her car pull back into the driveway. I thought I had finally gotten rid of her. 
	ANCHORITE DREAM
	S 

	"You live inside your mind too much." Ex-girlfriend 
	"You need more human contact." Mother 
	"We live, as we dream-alone." Joseph Conrad 
	Heart ofDarkness 
	A Conversation with PTSD 
	Just get off the fucking bed, get in the car and go! Just go! Once you're there you'll feel better, you know that. I can't. You have to. Everyone has to. I can't. I can't. What is wrong with you? Everyone gets up and goes to work--every day of their lives. I'd rather be dead-no pain, no shame ... nothing at all. You have to. No, I can't. I'll just kill myself-it will be easier on everyone. No. You've come too far for that. Maybe . . . . alright, you don't have to go. The heart slows. Relief. 
	AT WORK TODAY 
	I currently work for Indiana University South Bend as a writing tutor for freshmen. The majority of the students that come in are freshmen taking their introduction to writing classes. Some are confident, some not so much, but on one of my first days this fall semester a freshmen girl came in with her first attempt at a college paper. 
	The first words out of her mouth were that the paper was terrible, and that it was worthless. I read through the two pages that she had and found the usual mistakes that freshmen make on their first paper, verb tense issues, sentence fragments, but nothing that warranted the terrible and worthless statement that she had greeted me with. 
	I told her that it wasn't that bad, that it was just going to take time to learn how to write a college paper, that you don't start a child out with algebra problems in math, and this was no different. And then she said something that truly astounded me. She said that she was panicking while writing it, and said that the paper-and herself-were worthless. 
	I waited until she made eye contact, and told her in no uncertain terms that this paper had absolutely nothing to do with her worth as a human being. 
	It was like hearing my own voice when I was her age, feeling worthless because I wasn't good enough at football, or writing, or anything else ... and it touched me deeply. This poor child thought she was worthless because she didn't write a great first draft of her first college paper. I wanted to give her a tight hug, something to let her know that she was a precious human being and nothing she ever did would change that, but obviously I couldn't do that. 
	Yet, even today I will catch myself saying that I'm not worthy to do my job, or to write the novel I'm working on, or even of having the friends I've made at work. Of course, these feelings go straight back to the abuse. Your unworthiness is inherent in someone deciding they can do anything they want to you, whenever they want to do it. And when you're feeling that unworthiness, every other thing that happens to you-good or bad, somehow becomes proof of that unworthiness. IfI was worth something my dad woul
	To rise above these feelings you have to learn how to separate yourself enough to stand back and look at your feelings, almost from a stranger's point of view, and challenge those old beliefs. Why don't I deserve friends? What evidence is there that people won't like me? I've always had friends-even though in my darker moments I didn't believe they really were my friends-people have even fallen in love with me. And I was five years old, I had no vocabulary or sense of self to say no, and I was taught from b
	Slowly, painfully slowly, I began to see that my sense of unworthiness was self-imposed. I was the one that had been telling myself that I was unworthy, not anyone else. Standing back even further, and with enough time, I even came to realize that my father's 
	emotional distance from his son had more to do with his brokenness than my own
	. 

	I don't know what happened to this young girl to make her think of herself like that, but I hope that it wasn't too devastating. And I hope that she heard me when I told her that her school work had nothing to do with her worth as a human being. She did smile and laugh when I told her that her worth was more than a school paper, and said "I guess so," in that late teenage sing-song voice. So maybe, just maybe, I helped her see herself in a better light. 
	Sexual Echoe
	s 

	Sexual partners have been few and far between ... four in all in my fifty-four years on the planet. 
	I was twenty-three the first time with a girl named Kathie, and luckily it was with someone I deeply, deeply loved. Unfortunately, it was like an out-of-body experience-I was wearing a condom and couldn't feel a thing. 
	Soon after it was wonderful-the best period of my sex life, we liked the same things, and so we grew together sexually and emotionally, we loved old movies and snowstorms, and fell deeper in love over long distance phone calls and visits. 
	It was also before I remembered what my sister had done. 
	Unfortunately it was a long-distance relationship-Kathie in Phoenix and then Tucson, and I in South Bend. I tried to move out there twice but both times my panic attacks became too much, and I couldn't find a good enough job to support myself. 
	By the end I had remembered the abuse, and my need for her as my sole comfort against the memories became monstrous in its own right, and so it turned into a jealousy-filled, obsessional relationship that was bad for both of us. I ran up a $600 phone bill one month, and couldn't stand the idea of her having fun with someone else. There were 
	By the end I had remembered the abuse, and my need for her as my sole comfort against the memories became monstrous in its own right, and so it turned into a jealousy-filled, obsessional relationship that was bad for both of us. I ran up a $600 phone bill one month, and couldn't stand the idea of her having fun with someone else. There were 
	points when I couldn't get close enough, like I wanted to crawl inside of her, or even become her. .. as if she had become another mask ... 

	After her, sex became a love-hate thing, I wanted it almost as much as it made me uncomfortable afterwards. I only truly loved two other women, and they both had sexual abuse in their backgrounds as well, so the sex was hesitant, and lacked passion. 
	My relationship with my daughter's mother was a mixture of best friends and raw sexual attraction. But after the sex was over I just wanted her to leave so I could have a sandwich and pretend it never happened. 
	I told her of my childhood, and she said she understood-still, it wasn't fair to her. We tried to remain friends, but in the end, even that was impossible. 
	It's been at least a decade since my last sexual encounter, but I don't miss it all that much. It stirred up too many emotions, too much pain for it to have ever been truly healthy for me or my partners. 
	It is my sister that left me so broken sexually, and there are times my rage becomes murderous. She destroyed any hope of healthy relationships, the ability to make close friendships-all of it stems from the abuse. 
	I've lived alone since I was twenty-six years old, and I cannot ever picture myself 
	in another relationship. The loneliness is sometimes overwhelming, but the fear o
	f 

	another broken heart, of trying to share things with someone else, keeps me from even wanting to meet other people. 
	My daughter, Caelynn, and brother Randy, who was also abused by the same sister, are my closest relationships; and friends in school in the last few years last for a semester or two, but not much longer except on Facebook. 
	My social life is laundry at my folks house ever few weeks and weekly lunch dates with Caelynn. 
	CHILDHOO
	D 

	What did you do as a child that created timelessness, that made you forget time? 
	There lies the myth to live by. 
	Joseph Campbell 
	The smell of Cracker Jacks on my sister Sharon's breath when helping me with math homework. 
	Playing flashlight tag on summer nights with my best friends up and down Bellevue A venue and the surrounding streets. 
	My first love, Julie D, living down the street. 
	Starsky and Hutch. The Mod Squad. Emergency. The Gong Show. 
	Pretending to be Abraham Lincoln and chopping down the tree in my front yard (my aluminum bat was the axe). 
	Sledding down the hill at the back of Memorial Park with my friends, and showing off for Julie by pretending to slip and fall in the snow ... but she always knew I was just showing off. 
	Pro football books and magazines for birthdays and Christmas. 
	Endless summers and long winters of street hockey and sledding, and coming inside only when our moms called us at dark. 
	The heavenly smell of fresh cut summer grass. 
	Getting a new football jersey and wearing it for weeks at a time without a break. 
	Watching from my bedroom window and waiting for Julie to come riding down the street on her bike, and then running downstairs and outside and acting like I just happened to be walking out the door as she reached my house. 
	The 1973 Notre Dame football championship, the team I still think of when someone says Notre Dame football. 
	The terribly important decision as to whether to leave my Baltimore Colts helmet the way it was, or spray paint it gold like Notre Dame's (I painted it, and regretted not having my Johnny U helmet). 
	Julie's bright red hair. .. I still dream of her, and when I see her she is always the most beautiful thing I have ever seen. 
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	UNMASKE
	D 

	I really didn't know how this was going to end. Most of the same demons remain, emptiness, rage, PTSD, mood swings and the bi-polar disease; but a surprising thing happened while I was writing this memoir. In writing about my masks, I discovered that I was beginning to no longer need them. In their place was a new found self-confidence, and I found myself wondered what had happened? 
	And then I realized that it was the writing of this memoir that had happened to me. I had always thought about writing this, wanted to write this, but I never had the guts to put it down on paper, and now I have done it. I slew a dragon that had been dragging me under for most of my adult life: shame. 
	Seeing it all in black and white showed me that it really wasn't my fault. I'd heard it thousands of times of course, but this was me telling me that it wasn't my fault. And that made a world of difference. 
	Of course, this new view of myself didn't come with just this revelation. It came with years and years of suffering. A willingness to suffer, even. I believe that this is what it takes for survivors of this kind of violence to get past it. The Rusty Curran had to suffer all of that battering and pounding to become The Russ Curran. They could not exist simultaneously, one had to die so the other could go on. 
	The Rusty Curran that lies beneath those icy waters of survival will always be remembered and cherished, that beloved hulk that refused to sink until it was time for it 
	to sink. Perhaps this memoir is its last hurrah, its final victory
	. 

	All survivors of sexual abuse are intimate with suffering and pain, it can even become like a second skin, something to define ourselves by. For most of my life I thought of myself as Frankenstein's monster-D being Dr. Frankenstein, my creator. But what I've learned while writing this is that that suffering is as much about healing as it is about punishment. Only it takes reaching a certain marker on the journey to realize that. Ifsomeone would have told me that I was healing when I was cutting myself, or d
	Surviving sexual abuse takes a strength that our abusers can only dream about, it takes endurance, it takes a willingness to hurt and not give up-though every one of us probably wants to more than we would even admit to ourselves. 
	But the other shore-and there is another shore that is reachable. You just have to keep sailing, even as your own Rusty Curran takes on water and seems about to go down beneath those icy waves, keep trusting it, and yourself. This is no small thing, I know, and I can't believe I'm even saying it, but there really is no other way. 
	Perhaps most important of all, you have to laugh. Laugh at the absurdities in life, laugh with friends and family ...just laugh. I was in a childhood sexual abuse group just for men years ago, and the secretary outside that room was always astonished that so much laughter could come out of a group of sexual abuse survivors. Laugher replenishes the soul and soothes the mind. It's hard to laugh and hurt at the same time, so choose laughter as much as you possibly can. 
	And so, the masks are off-still used on occasion, of course-but packed away for the most part, having done their own significant part in my survival. And I go on, working a part-time job at Indiana University South Bend as an English tutor and struggling with my current novel. 
	I go on. 
	We all go on, the best we can. 
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